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news

Welcome to CANNON!
The second half of 2005 has witnessed important
developments in the European network of Cannon: a
new structure – Cannon Eurasia - has been set up in
Moscow to follow with a greater commitment the
Russian and CSI markets, and the sales and service
structure following the British market has been
reorganized under a direct, Corporate-owned status:
Cannon Solutions (UK) Ltd.
These two steps confirm the commitment of Cannon
towards the European Polyurethane transformers,
which has been for more than forty years a strategic
and historical market for the Group. For this reason
Cannon was present with enhanced resources and
technological programs to the classic event of the
Polyurethane Industry, Utech 2006, held in Maastricht,
Holland, from March 28 to 30. Cannon presented its
whole range of machines and dedicated technologies.
Specifically:
• InterWet and OuterWet, two different co-injection
technologies for the use of injected or sprayed
Polyurethanes with chopped glass fibre or other
reinforcing or filling agents, for an increasingly wider
number of industrial applications,
• The SoliStream solution for dosing fillers and solids
directly into the mixing heads,
• The SoliSpray package for the spray application of

Plastic sanitaryware
can be reinforced
with PUR and glass fiber
using OuterWet

heavily filled formulations,
• The Spray Skin technology for the application of
a soft feel, leather-like "skin" material - mainly used
in the automotive industry for consoles,
dashboards or instrument panels, and interior door
panels - with the ability to control the addition of
multiple stream additives on demand as needed,
• Cannon Viking's EcoSlab, a patented small-size
state-of-art slabstock plant retaining the ability to
produce full sized foam blocks of varied foam
types and densities,
• The new range of dedicated plants for the
continuous production of pipes for district
heating and of sandwich panels, insulated with
PUR, PIR or Phenolic rigid, low density foams,
• The new "A-Compact", "AP" and “A-Basic”
high-pressure pump-driven metering units, budgetconscious foam machines featuring a number of
advanced technological solutions and controls,
• The new "A-Mobile" solution for ship-building
and civil construction, an innovative high-pressure
foaming system mounted on a remotelycontrolled, motorized tracked vehicle. Designed to
be completely independent and to be stored in a
standard container for easy air-transfer, the new
"A-Mobile" system has been developed for
Intelligent Engineering to apply its patented SPS
(Sandwich Plate System) technology for the
replacement of stiffened steel and reinforced
concrete in ship-building, ship-repair, bridge
structures, deck reinstatement, off-shore platforms.
• The new range of low-pressure "B" machines and
multi-component low-output mixing head "B1 –
Multi": they include dedicated models for
Gasketing (continuous seals with PUR and
Silicone, which can advantageously replace die-cut,
strip, extruded and moulded gaskets), Glueing and
Potting (for electronic components encapsulated
with PUR and Epoxy resins)
Welcome to Cannon, more then ever!

New Cannon presence
in the UK & Ireland

A new Cannon Group company opens in Manchester, England
Following the opening of their new facility in
December 2005, Cannon Solutions (UK) Ltd, based at
Trafford Park in Manchester, will offer dispensing
machine and handling equipment sales, service and
spares to PU processors in both the UK and Ireland.
All the new Cannon staff have extensive experience
working in the polyurethane industry and many of their
faces will be familiar. Headed by Ian Froehlich (Technical
Manager) and John Davies (Sales Manager), this team of 9
will be responsible for ensuring that Cannon customers in
these regions receive swift and local service and spares back
up from people who speak their language and understand
their production needs fast response times, minimum
down time and next/same day deliveries.
The Cannon Solutions (UK) staff: a team of experienced PUR specialists.

more at page 4

The world has changed,
we've changed with it

There once was a businessman who, after years of trial and error, had
accumulated enough ideas and experience to be able to put together
a nice little project all by himself. He did the rounds of all his
potential suppliers, he handed each one his request, all nicely
specified, for quotation, and at the end he chose one supplier for one
machine, another for another, three or four for all the accessories, at
least three for the raw materials. And he took it upon himself to
handle the project coordination, and all the problems that came with
such a complex exercise. If something didn't work (and by 'if' we
mean 'when inevitably') he tried to resolve the problem himself to the
best of his ability, or at least he didn't pay one of his suppliers until
the problem was sorted out. You were talking with someone who
knew what was what, there was a mutual respect.
These days, you can get a call from a guy in Russia, in Qatar, in Shenzhen,
and they'll say, “I've noticed that out here portable picnic fridges are going
down well.” (Or maybe it's DVD jewel boxes, or reinforced insulated doors
for dwellings, it depends.) “Send me an offer for a plant to make them,”
he'll say. “From the ground up, I haven't got a clue where to start. But my
bank will give me the credit to start up a factory making X thousand of
them a year. Obviously, I want everything coming through a single source,
who can take full responsibility for the project. Got it?”
What a life! You spend your life becoming a specialist, the best in your
sector, and now, if you want to sell what you do best you have to be a
package dealer, a supplier of turnkey systems, otherwise you'll be run off
the road. Or out of the race all together. Where's it all going to end?
Well, we've been there, we've done that.
We learnt our lesson long ago, and we're kitted out accordingly. Some of our
business units produce highly specialized technologies, others can put them
together and offer them to the customer in the way that he wants them,
integrated, functional, conceived from the ground up as a single unit, and
not as a bundle of bits and bobs coming from all points of the compass.
We can do it for automotive (there's an article here close by on this very
subject), we can do it for insulation (we' re talking about panels, or
refrigerators, or niche applications, you name it), for furniture, or for multimaterial technical mouldings.
We have even reached the point where we can have everything operating
around a central power station that co-generates steam and electricity from
natural waste. And we can provide the waste treatment plant, taking care of all
aspects relative to water, right through to release of clean water into the river.
And most times we do all this while managing relations with the customer
on site through one of our own subsidiaries - who speaks his language, who
thinks like him, who understands first-hand the problems deriving from his
particular situation or from the local bureaucracy.
So, if you're heading in that direction too, we can go a good way together.
We know the territory.

New structure for Cannon
in Russia and CSI
Cannon Eurasia is the name of the new Cannon Company following
locally - for Russia and all the other formerly-Soviet republics - all the
Group's activities.
A staff of ten specialists provides technical and marketing assistance
for the whole range of Cannon technologies: Polyurethanes,
Composites, Thermoforming, Moulds, Aluminium, Energy, Ecology,
Electronics. This decision reinforces the Group's presence in this
market where the existing representative office, Cannon Moscow, is
flanked by a full-fledged Location. It stems from the strong market
position achieved by the Group in the CSI and by the need to provide
better service to a wider number of customers.
more at page 20
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Visit your one-stop-shop
for automotive plastic parts
Significant experience in the supply of PUR equipment to
the automotive industry over many years, has left Cannon
with an impressive portfolio as a global supplier of
integrated plants for car parts. Unique among its
competitors, for twenty years Cannon has supplied plastic
and foam processing machines, moulds, mould carriers
and mould-transport systems, technological consulting, lab
trials, prototyping and pre-production facilities, all "under
one roof".
The increasing consolidation of the automotive industry into just
a handful of global brands has generated a concentration of
major projects (and related - expensive - tasks) over a selective
few tier-one and tier-two suppliers. The part - whatever it is must be designed, engineered, produced, assembled and
delivered to the car maker's assembly line (just in time, please) by
the component manufacturer. A tough job, considering the
current prices paid by the "majors". It goes without saying that
this re-allocation of costs has forced the part makers to try the
same technique with their suppliers of raw materials, equipment,
moulds and ancillary components. As a major provider of
production technologies, Cannon had quickly learned that
supplying only one piece of equipment for automotive
applications was no longer possible, rational, or economically

Tecnos' mission is to supply complete plants dealing with the
complex moulding of one or more plastics, alone or in
combination with the various materials present in a modern
vehicle: glass, textile, synthetic skins, noise-absorbing and
vibration-dampening filled resins, carbon fibres, aramids, glass
fibres. Providing a "complete plant" means that foam dosing
machines, mixing heads, thermoforming stations (standard or
designed for that project), special clamps and vertical presses,
injection moulding presses and their ancillaries, moulds, mould
carriers and mould-transport systems, robotics, part handling
and automation, chemical and raw material storage, piping,
integration of external devices, technological consulting, lab
trials, prototyping and pre-production facilities, all come from a
single supplier, all "under one roof" and with one brand - and
responsibility.
Cannon Tecnos has nurtured significant experience in the field,
supplying the three tiers of this industry with turn-key solutions
for exterior and interior parts: some examples? A complete
moulding plant, including thermoforming machine,
Polyurethane moulding presses and dosing units,
thermoforming and foaming moulds and ancillaries for the
production of VW Minivan, VW Tuareg, and Porsche Cayenne
door panels. The new "side by side" parallel twin sheet forming

with its own skilled technical personnel who can guarantee
prompt, local assistance speaking the same language as the local
client.
This happened recently when GM Buick had to make parcel
shelves in China: Cannon provided the moulding plant and all
the moulds, assisted in the specification of the chemicals and in
the certification of the parts in USA, and finally installed the
production plant in China. And when Bright Brothers of India
began local production of dashboards for a vehicle developed in
Germany: again Cannon provided the moulding plant and all
the moulds, assisted in the specification of the chemicals and in
the certification of the parts in Germany, and installed the
production plant. Or when Autoescora (Plastic Sizran) in Russia
started making door panels for Lada cars: Cannon introduced
them to this new technology in Russia.
Cannon Tecnos welcomes enquiries for complete plants and
projects for these complex mouldings: its competitors are
qualified and well-represented in this competitive market, but to date - none of them has the same range of available
products, technologies and services all "under one roof".
And - at the end of the project - this makes a big difference.
Why don't you talk to Cannon Tecnos about your next project?
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Make a PitStop
and win the race!
Various methods are used by the PUR processing industry
to handle moulds and mould carriers, each of them with
benefits or disadvantages, depending on the individual
process and the required productivity. Nowadays,
turntables and carousel systems, as well as stationary
moulds, are the common choice. Back in 1983, Cannon
developed a flexible overhead conveyor system (the
RotoFlex) and today offers a floor-based version of the
flexible conveyor, the PitStop system, more suitable for
complex parts and a diversified production mix.
Cannon's engineering resources enable the Group to offer,
design and in-house manufacture, dedicated automotive plants
and complete packages including mould carrying systems and
moulds for every application and budget. Its turntables and oval
conveyors are well known to the seat manufacturers. But these
rigid solutions- where the cycle time is dictated by the machine are not appropriate for complex mouldings or when a wide range
of different models has to be produced simultaneously. In these
cases, the cycle time is dictated by the operator, who must have
the time to position complex inserts and perform more
operations than are required by a standard seat or back. For
example, the “In-situ” moulding technology adds a delicate
operation, the manual positioning of the textile container into
which the foam will be dispensed, to the list of conventional
ones: mould cleaning, release agent spraying, insert positioning,
foaming and demoulding. This is a delicate operation requiring
some time, yet it can not be allowed to extend the cycle. The
PitStop - a practical solution offered by Cannon - consists of a
carousel line with a row of service positions where the operators
can work on moulds that have been temporarily taken off-line.
When the press leaves the curing area, it moves in front of the
first free operator and is automatically disengaged by the dragging
system. The moulds can be serviced, taking all the time required,
then, when all the textile or metal inserts have been positioned,
the carrier can be re-inserted in the line. The main advantage of

convenient. It was either a large, complex contract, full of risks
and question marks, or no business at all. Faced with the "takeit-or-leave-it" option, Cannon accepted the challenge and
created one of its Technology Centres - Tecnos - to serve this
demanding industry. It was only 1983… "globalisation" was an
unknown word and the car makers were still thinking in terms
of national strategy, barely looking beyond their own national
boundaries, let alone continent, when faced with the problem of
a new manufacturing plant. More than twenty years later Cannon
Tecnos presents itself to the automotive market as the "onestop-shop" for all their manufacturing needs associated with the
complex moulding of plastic and foamed parts. Several things
have happened in the meantime: the Cannon Group has
acquired new plastics technologies (Thermoforming,
Composites, and – for a period of time - Injection moulding)
and grown internally with the construction of foaming and
thermoforming moulds. Many automotive projects, combining
more than one transforming technology and resulting in several
new machines dedicated to the production of new, multicomponent parts, have been completed successfully. No big
interest for the simple - though volume-wise challenging moulding of large injected plastic parts. Too many players, no
margins, different mentality. Backed by the Group's experience in
plastics moulding - Cannon is a unique supplier of all the
plastics moulding technologies, except blow moulding - Cannon

process machines and moulds recently delivered to Visteon to
produce the fuel tank for a new high volume passenger car.

Prototyping and pre-production
The supply of these complete plants is only the final result of
Cannon Tecnos' activity. A successful project requires intense
development prototyping and small pre-production runs. The
availability of two Application Development laboratories - each
covering 1,500 sqm, with all the necessary foaming,
thermoforming and moulding equipment, staffed by expert
technologists - offers important advantages to its clients. A part
can be conceived, developed, prototyped, tested and modified to
completion. If required by the car maker for road tests or
benchmarking, small production runs and industrial preproductions can also be carried out by the client's technicians
very effective training whilst the final plant is under construction.

Know-how transfer
The wide geographic coverage of Cannon offices offers tier one
car parts manufacturers another important advantage: after
having developed projects and worked out initial production
with them in Europe or USA, Cannon is the ideal partner for
assisting in the transfer of technologies to their Asian, Russian
or South American partners. In contrast with those competitors
who supply only moulds and tooling, Cannon is present locally

the PitStop conveyor system is its extreme flexibility: each mould
carrier/mould is mounted on an independent self-moving trolley,
equipped with its own electrical circuit and electronic control
panel, two-zone thermoregulator, vacuum pump and hydraulic
unit. The stationary time of each trolley in each station can be
More at page 3
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SoliSpray
Cannon has this year developed a new way to spray
Polyurethane formulations loaded with high-density
fillers used to produce “heavy layers” - foamed products
used in the auto industry to provide sound insulation in
the passenger compartment and to absorb vibrations
coming from the engine and the transmission. The new
technology, called SoliSpray, provides a practical
alternative to the conventional way of making heavy
layers, which involves thermoforming of filled
thermoplastic sheets; and also to RRIM, used for over 20
years to make foams loaded with barium sulphate, metal
oxides, calcium carbonate and other economic mineral
fillers. The enormous advantage that comes from being
able to make these components – usually sold at little
profit – without having to use costly presses and moulds,
depositing just the right amount of material only where
it is absolutely necessary, is bound to be appreciated by
suppliers to the auto industry.

These elements absorb vibrations and sound waves coming
from the engine, from the wheels, from the gear
change/differential/half-axle assembly, and from various
external sources, providing improved comfort to the vehicle
occupants. Car makers carry out extensive acoustic studies to
determine the various sound frequencies that need to be
absorbed in various areas of the car, and to calculate the
dimensions of elements intended to carry out this function.
For years now, it has been acknowledged that the best results
come from particular combinations of semi-rigid Polyurethane
foams with an open-cell structure (especially those based on
MDI), which absorb a large part of the noise using highdensity acoustic insulating materials. Generally, various
combinations of heavy powders are dispersed in a polymer
matrix that can thus reflect sound waves in the frequency
range between subsonic and audible. These powders (generally
mineral oxides, carbonates and sulphates) occur naturally and
so can be obtained at relatively low cost. Obviously there is a
need to find the just compromise between the efficient
absorption of the noise, the weight of the sound absorption
system, and the costs of the raw materials and the production

process. With the low prices paid by car makers to their
suppliers for these components – unjustifiably considered less
prestigious than visible parts – together with the constant rise
in costs of raw materials, this is not a laughing matter: all
component suppliers are on the look-out for alternatives to
injection-moulded filled Polyurethanes.

Available alternatives
Today, acoustic insulation can be produced in several ways:
• with a thermoformed, highly-filled thermoplastic sheet
(heavy layer)
• with a thermoplastic injection moulding
• with a RRIM Polyurethane moulding
• with a Polyurethane moulding made using the new SoliSpray
technology
Thermoforming has been by far the most widely used
technology over the last 20 years; it requires the pre-heating
and subsequent forming in a mould of a relatively low-cost
thermoplastic sheet that contains a high percentage of filler,
normally barite (barium sulphate). The thermoplastic used can
be PVC, EVA or EPDM, and the process allows for the use
of recycled materials. It is without doubt the most economic
solution as far as raw material cost is concerned, but on the
other hand performance of the finished part is strictly limited
by the inability of the process to vary the thickness of the
sheet across its surface according to local needs. As a result,
the overall weight of the product is much greater than
necessary. Thermoforming has two further limitations.
The first is that it cannot produce mono-material sounddeadening parts; and the second is that the necessary
secondary finishing operations generate material that needs to
be recycled.
Injection moulding demands the use of a thermoplastic with
a low melt index, filled in various ways, and then injected into
a closed mould. As can be easily appreciated, the materials
used in this case are more costly than in thermoforming, but
there is no waste resulting from secondary trimming. A further
advantage is that the thickness
More at page 4

SoliSpray: heavily-filled Polyurethane sprayed with excellent results and without a mould!

The SoliSpray metering machine requires one piston dosing line to feed
the heavily filled polyol.

Successful
high-solids trials
with SoliSpray
Extremely positive results from an extensive
series of trials spraying a PUR formulation with
a VERY high percentage of Barite: perfect
mixing and lay-down over a complex mould
achieved with a total solids content of up to
70%! The first machine goes to a major German
specialist in this field.
Imagine a spray application where the weight ratio
between the two components is 15:1 and one of
them has the consistency of mud! This is what kept
the Cannon Afros R&D lab in Italy very busy during
the whole month of February 2006.
Several formulations were trailed, for different
customers: among them, those made with a Dow
Europe formulation are particularly notable. In the
trials, more than 350 pbw (parts by weight) of Barite
– naturally occurring Barium Sulphate characterised
by a very good noise insulation capacity, due to its
high density – were added to 100 pbw of polyol,
which was then reacted with 30 pbw of Isocyanate
using a special mix head designed for the spray
technology.
Well, the picture nearby tells the whole story:
multiple layers of this formulation were flawlessly
applied to a complex production mould, with extra
material going into those points where a higher
barrier to the transmission of noise and vibrations
was required, and a single pass being sufficient where
material was needed simply to keep the part together.
The spray pattern was perfectly applied where it was
needed, and there is absolutely no splashing of
material around the pattern area, as demonstrated in
the picture: the adhesive tape used for protection
around the spray area is perfectly clean. This piece –
a dashboard insulator – is later backed with a thin
layer of conventional flexible foam, to impart
softness in an area where feet and knees often hit the
interior of the cockpit.

optimized and individually adapted. They can move continuously
in the curing area and where the personnel perform standard
manual operations, or with a stop-and-go movement where high
precision is required in positioning the trolley: for vacuum
forming the textile insert, spraying the release agent, or injecting
foam in closed moulds. The system combines the advantages of a
stationary plant (efficiency and modularity) to those of a rotary
plant: rational use of resources: one mixing head, one operator or
robot for each function, one suction point for the exhaust

vapours. The system is also ideal for maintenance and model
changeovers: each mould carrier can be extracted from the line
without interrupting production. Also the plant modularity is
enhanced: further mould carriers can be inserted into the line,
without requiring the operators to work at a faster pace.
Cannon have supplied the PitStop system to major
manufacturers of automotive seats and welcomes enquiries from
those who would like to achieve the same positive results in their
own factories!

The benefits deriving from this technology?
Too many to be described in this small space!
This is what a major German supplier of interior
parts and noise insulators must have realised
when he ordered his first SoliSpray machine
from Cannon Deutschland.
Let's talk about it, you'll be surprised by the
convenience of this new Cannon solution!
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From page 3

of the part across its area can be optimized, and hence so
can its weight. The major limitation of the technology is the
investment cost: it requires for example steel moulds fitted
with highly complex hot runners, running on injection
moulding machines with clamp forces of at least 2500 tonnes
for a component like a dashboard insulator.
RRIM technology involves the use of Polyurethane
formulations, also filled in various ways and injected into a
closed mould, but with a dosing piston feeding an injection
head that is resistant to the abrasion caused by the mineral
fillers. RRIM technology, like injection moulding, allows
optimization of part thickness, and permits the production
of mono-material components. The technology, despite
having been developed by Cannon as long ago as the early
1980's, has witnessed significant application development in
the last few years. Some 20 French and German vehicles have
been outfitted with RRIM sound insulation elements, notably
nearly all sound insulation parts on Audi cars as well as the
VW Golf. The principal limitation of this technology lies in
the cost of the plant and moulds.

New kid on the block: SoliSpray
Cannon's principal objective in developing SoliSpray was to
optimize investment costs. The innovative aspect lies in its
ability to produce insulating parts by spraying a pre-filled
Polyurethane formulation, and using a single mould half, and
in some cases without the need even for a press.
To achieve this important breakthrough, it was necessary to
bring together several innovations recently developed in the
laboratories of Cannon Afros in Caronno Pertusella, near
Milan.
Above all else, it required a mixing head capable of working
with filled materials while at the same time being light and
easy to handle. For this, an FPL 10 head was chosen,
modified with an appropriate spray nozzle, designed to apply
regular lines of a highly homogeneous reactive mix with high
precision and with an extremely low amount of over-spray
(that is, an overlapping zone between two consecutive lines
of foam), and with an optimal level of control over the
thickness of the dosed material - an irregular deposition
would generate an unacceptable thickness and hence costly
waste. Furthermore, movement of the head needed to be

Left: Direct application of sprayed heavy layer: no upper mould required.

automated in order to permit a perfect, highly repeatable,
application of the foam across a quite large area. To
accomplish this, a six-axis anthropomorphic robot was
chosen, capable of easily reaching all points of the part to be
foamed, and of orienting its wrist to reach any vertical walls
of the support.
The dosing machine necessary for this technology can be
chosen from a range of available options, as long as it is a
high-pressure type, with at least one feed line capable of
working with a highly viscous polyol loaded with abrasive
mineral fillers. For this project, Cannon chosen an HESystem Twin, a piston-pump unit that can withstand
materials with abrasive fillers.
Various pieces of ancillary equipment can be used,
depending on the finished product:
1. to make simple pieces of acoustic insulation, made with a
single layer of filled Polyurethane, the material can be
sprayed directly into a mould, yielding a part with one
smooth surface (that in contact with the mould) and one
relatively rough surface. This is acceptable in the auto
industry for parts that go directly up against the bodywork,
and which are out of sight. In this case, no press is
needed, with a simple support sufficing to retain the halfmould;
2. for carpet underlay applications, the acoustic insulation can
be sprayed directly onto the reverse surface of the carpet,
once it has been place in a mould, visible surface
downwards. In cases where a Polyurethane foam is later
applied over the insulation, the mould needs to be in a
press typically used for foaming, with a simple upper
mould half in the second platen;
3. to make a sandwich comprising one layer of acoustic
insulation and one of a sound-absorbing foam – and this
is the most frequently used combination – the acoustic
insulation can be sprayed directly into the lower mold half
in a way similar to the case above. A traditional
Polyurethane foam is then bonded to it with the mould
either open or closed. A press and a standard mould are all
that is needed to make such a part.
As far as production plant is concerned, Cannon has
developed a complete series of solutions, each one optimized
for a different level of production.

In addition, Cannon has developed a second technology that
perfectly complements SoliSpray, called Foam&Film. This
enables thin thermoplastic films to be thermoformed directly
on the surface of the mould. This process has already been
successfully used in the auto industry as a means of totally
eliminating the need for release agents. The combination of
Foam&Film with SoliSpray eliminates not only release agents,
but also the cleaning of the mould altogether.

Further applications
The problem of sound insulation is not one that concerns
the automobile industry alone: all areas of industrial, rail and
special transport are likely to be interested in these new
solutions, as too will sectors concerned with pneumatic
compressors and large portable electrical generators. Pressure
to reduce noise emissions is increasingly an issue for
numerous suppliers of electric household appliances
intended for small and frequently occupied areas like the
kitchen.
Interesting applications can be developed for all of
these specific requirements, and Cannon's Research &
Development laboratories are available to producers
interested in carrying practical experience forward in
this direction. Let's talk!
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Right: A carpet is directly sprayed with the heavy layer, then (far right) it can be subsequently foam-backed in open or closed mould with a layer of flexible foam.

RRIM for the
Kings of the Road
In two towns close to Turin, Polyurethane processor
Selmat has built up years of experience in the
development and production of components and
systems for interior and exterior trim of cars and
industrial vehicles. At its operations in Condove and

Sant'Antonio, it makes bumpers and bumper spoilers,
grilles, aerodynamic kits, wheel covers, miscellaneous
mouldings, carpeting, seat backs and numerous other
plastic components for delivery to Europe's major truck
makers. The industrial market responds well, and
Polyurethane – thanks to its ability to
produce special parts with large
dimensions using low-cost processing
equipment and moulds – is helping Selmat
win new customers and applications.
Cannon Afros and Cannon Tecnos recently
supplied Selmat (www.selmatgroup.it) with a
turnkey production cell – comprising an HE
Twin machine (the latest generation of
equipment for filled Polyurethanes), a mould
clamping unit with platens 2400 x 1200 mm,
and all related safety features – for producing
RRIM bumper parts (edge pieces, front
sections, etc).
The HE Twin was developed to meet the
needs of a market that was calling for a
version simpler and less costly than the
traditional HE series. In fact, on the Isocyanate
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side, the machine uses a pump dosing system that employs
a seal with a magnetic coupling in order to eliminate
possible losses and reduce maintenance; while dosing of
the polyol with mineral or inert fillers is done using a
piston. The unit comes with an air-emulsifying system that
enables the nucleation necessary for the best use of the
RRIM components, as well as a premixing unit for the
polyol and its fillers. A process controller, accessed via a
graphic user interface, handles all the operating system and
guarantees real-time monitoring of all process parameters,
thus guaranteeing the highest reliability and final quality of
the moulded product.
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Innovation from Cannon USA
for glass encapsulation
A walk-in PUR encapsulation press has been
fully designed and manufactured by Cannon
in the USA for PPD, a key supplier of low
volume and aftermarket encapsulated
windshields and backlights. A solution
providing unique and very clever features.
The huge dimensions of a windshield demand
unique technical solutions when applying a
continuous encapsulation in Polyurethane,
mostly for the difficulties deriving from the
manipulation of a large glass part : Cannon have
supplied for more than 20 years complete
solutions for glass encapsulation based on
vertical presses holding the moulds horizontally.
The solution is ideal for medium and small
windows, while it might present some handling
difficulties with the larger and heavier front and
rear screens.

Properly stimulated by PPD of Clinton Township,
Michigan, a key supplier of low volume and aftermarket
encapsulated windshields and backlights, Cannon USA
have responded to the request of a more rational solution,
designing and supplying an innovative horizontal
polymerisation press, where the mould opens sidewise via
ballscrews placed on opposite corners of each platen.
This design allows the operator to freely walk in and out
the 1.8 m high press, where the 70 Tons clamping force is
achieved using air bags. The rational design and ample
operating space is ideal for all the service operations and
also allows for easy mould change, using a conventional
forklift.
Says Mike West, of the Automotive Division of Cannon
USA: “Another great feature of this press is that it can be designed
to hook-up with a thermoplastic injection unit and shoot PVC, the
fastest growing material in this market. Manufacturers of injection
molding equipment typically mate the press to the injection unit. For
a small shot you get small injection unit and small press. The
requirement for these applications is small shot and the injection
molding guys do not offer a machine off the shelf for a small
shot/large press. It is more economical to just buy a thermoplastic
injection unit from the marketplace and the ball screw press from us!”
Productive, cleverly designed, reliable, safe: talk to
Cannon USA, they know how!
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New Cannon
presence in the
UK & Ireland
From page 1

New projects can be discussed with John Davies who
has vast sales and technical experience in all areas of
PU foaming production in particular the automotive
and building applications. He will also be Cannon's
advisor worldwide on automotive filter and composite
door foaming, having already successfully negotiated
projects with many of the major producers in these
fields along with filter specialist, Mike Martin.
The Cannon Group is now present in the UK with
three fully-owned companies: in addition to the new
Unit, Cannon Viking (Stretford, Manchester) and
Cannon Shelley (Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire) are
active in the continuous slabstock business and in the
distribution and service of thermoforming
equipment.

Cannon Solutions (UK) can supply dedicated turn-key solutions
for the production of insulated domestic doors.

To speak to one of Cannon's specialists in
the UK or Ireland, call 0161 864 5750 or
email info@cannonsolutionsuk.com.
The address of the new Company is:

Cannon Solutions (UK) Ltd.
Unit 1, Parkway Trading Estate,
Barton Dock Road
M32 0TL - Stretford
Manchester - United Kingdom
Phone: +44 (0)161 864 5750
Fax : +44 (0)161 864 5757
E-mail:sales@cannonsolutions.com
Website: www.cannonsolutionsuk.com
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From InterWet to OuterWet!
The number of options available for co-injecting glass
fibers or inert fillers with Polyurethane foam is on the rise.
Alongside the well-proven InterWet technology, now
comes OuterWet, intended for the application of
numerous layers of material (loaded or otherwise) over
diverse areas of the mould to obtain a piece in composite
material with excellent esthetics. The moderate
investment required and the high production flexibility
are opening up interesting application areas.

fibers premixed 'en mass' in a virgin polyol. Following on from
the success achieved with the introduction of this innovative
system, Cannon launched an intense development program
aimed at investigating ways of extending its use in wider
application areas that would benefit from the combination of the
flexibility of the foaming process together with the advantages
accruing from the use of a wide range of inert solid fillers.

Innovative Concept
The mixing set-up comprises a modified version of Cannon's
FPL high-pressure head, already well-known to Polyurethane
processors around the world for its proven efficiency, its compact
design and its internal L-shaped configuration. The head is
equipped with an appropriate feeding system mounted on its
upper section, which enables the use of a wide range of different
types of inert solid fillers, such as glass fibers, minerals (barium,
marble, graphite, sand, calcium carbonate), metallic powders, etc.
Within the confines of the InterWet foaming process, a typical
mixing sequence calls for the high-pressure injection of the two
liquid components (polyol and Isocyanate) inside the mixing
chamber, while at the same time the feeding system effectuates
the dosing and the introduction of the solid fillers into the head.
This process is completely automated and monitored by a
sophisticated control system that ensures an exact repeatability
of the process as well as maintenance of the ratios of the liquid
components to the solid fillers.

Technological Advantages

The new OuterWet head allows for the spray application of multiple layers of rigid
PUR which can be reinforced with glass fiber.

InterWet, “The Cannon Answer”
Over the last few years, Cannon has been developing and
offering to the market an innovative system for foaming and coinjecting Polyurethane formulations that incorporate inert solid
fillers. The innovative aspect of this new technology lies in the
way the material is dosed, and in the mixing of the Polyurethane
with the relevant fillers inside the mixing head. Which is where
the name of the system comes from: InterWet, which is short for
Internal Wetting. Thanks to this very smart solution, the process
assures the homogeneous dispersion of the filler within the
Polyurethane foam.
A layer of glass fiber chopped from roving can be applied over a fresh layer of
compact or expanded Polyurethane.

Cannon's innovative InterWet technology is already widely
recognized and accepted around the world, thanks to the
significant benefits it offers:
• it has been developed to guarantee the greatest flexibility and
applicability with a vast range of fillers and reinforcements. The
mixing head can be equipped either with an accessory for
cutting fiber reinforcement, or alternatively a feed unit for
dosing solid fillers with non-homogeneous particle sizes and
with relatively high densities. In addition, thanks to a purposebuilt control system, the quantity and length of the glass fibers
can be varied automatically from one dose to the next;
• it permits the monitoring and closed-loop control of the
components, which can therefore be kept constant;
• the process is characterized by high reliability and repeatability;
• it is fully automated and controlled by special devices and safety
systems that monitor each individual phase of the process
(feeding of the fillers, cutting of the glass fibers, mixing of the
liquid and solid components), and which therefore ensure
precision dosing and the maintenance of a constant ratio
between the components;

Expanded Polyurethane, with glass
Compact Polyurethane

• it is equipped with a Cannon FPL high-pressure mixing head
which, thanks to its modest dimensions and weight, can be
efficiently mounted on robot arms or manipulators without
compromising system performance – all this while working
with highly reactive ingredients that require the foam to be
distributed quickly over the surface of the open mould.
Furthermore, Cannon has recently introduced an innovative way
of accurately and precisely dosing even the finest of powders
(with diameters of under 50 micron), based on the axial injection
of a filled mix (powder plus virgin polyol) directly inside the
mixing head, in the same way as is done with a conventional third
liquid component.

Productivity Advantages

Mouldings characterized by complex structures and thin walls
can in this way be produced with optimal mechanical, physical
and chemical properties. In principle, the InterWet technology
was specifically intended for the production of structural parts
reinforced with glass fibers, presenting an alternative to
'traditional' processes that involve either the impregnation of
Polyurethane foam into glass mat preforms, or the use of glass
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Applications
In the recent past, the flexibility and particularity of this
technology have enabled it to quickly gain broad acceptance in
applications for automobiles, heavy goods vehicles, and earth
movement equipment - sectors where structural properties and
light weight are considered absolutely essential in the finished
product.
Taking the place of traditional production processes, InterWet
has been used for numerous applications around the world, to
the complete satisfaction of the customer: door panels, rear
parcel shelves, internal cladding, trunk liners, fenders, external
body panels, etc.
The success that Cannon has achieved in the auto industry has
led it to look further and look at ways of using the technology in
other application areas. InterWet can be successfully used in
applications such as:
• rigid panels with high energy absorption;
• structural parts for furniture, for the refrigeration industry, and
for domestic appliances;
• decorative parts;
• containers for agricultural use;
• insulating structures and panels for building & construction.

Compact Polyurethane
Expanded Polyurethane, no glass

The R&D Lab of Cannon Afros is actively running numerous spraying trials with
the new OuterWet technology.

up in large part of standard components that can easily be
obtained on the open market, and hence simple and economic
to maintain;
• an improvement in the physical, mechanical and qualitative
properties of finished parts, thanks to the homogeneous
dispersion of the glass fiber in the Polyurethane foam, as well
as to the ability of the process to distribute long fibers
randomly and not highly aligned, as is the case in traditional
production processes;
• an improvement in working conditions, thanks to a
production process that works without solvents, and which is
thus more beneficial to the health and safety of its operators
and which, on a more general note, is more environmentfriendly.

The InterWet process provides further advantages for the user,
such as:
• an increase in production capacity, due not least to the
elimination of traditional problems connected to the handling
and dispersion of solid components in the foam; for example
the absorption of additives into the fillers, abrasion of
machine components, blockages in the feed circuits and in the
holding tanks, homogeneity of the mix, and so on;
• a reduction in overhead costs, thanks to the process being less
of a drag on resources: it requires no premixing equipment, no
dosing piston pumps, no storage areas for semi-finished parts,
and no supplementary handling/conveying systems for
preforms;
• a noticeable reduction in production waste, thanks to the high
level of automation. On the same theme, the system is made

OuterWet,
“The Other
Cannon Answer”
The recent introduction on to the market of new Polyurethane
formulations, intended for spray application and capable of
being laid down in multiple layers without creating esthetic
problems on the surface of the part, has prompted Cannon to
develop a technology that meets their industrial application
needs.
The aim of the project was to make possible the production of
large parts with a multilayer sandwich structure, made up of
various combinations of solid PU, solid and cellular PU, solid
and cellular PU and short glass fibers, in order to meet diverse
functional and aesthetic requirements for diverse product areas.
The target market for this technology is one that currently uses
GFRP (Glass Fibre Reinforced Polyester) to improve the
robustness of large parts that are either stamped or
thermoformed from sheets of ABS and acrylic (PMMA).
The chance of eliminating styrene monomer and other similar
solvents in a high-series production process today constitutes not
only an economic advantage, but also represents an important
need in terms of respect for operatives and environment.
The experience that Cannon has gained with the InterWet
technology has allowed it to quickly develop a method whereby
the application of the foam is carried out by spray rather than
injection and – as and when necessary – the feeding of the
reinforcement (glass rovings cut into very short lengths) is done
outside the mixing head, close to the exit nozzle of the justmixed liquid ingredients.
In this way, the Polyurethane wets the glass fibers before they hit
the surface where they are deposited, sticking together perfectly.
The irregular orientation of the single fibers within the polymer
furthermore provides the part with optimal mechanical
properties in all directions.

This method provides the maximum production flexibility: with
the use of suitable dosing equipment, the formulation can,
depending on requirements, incorporate blowing agents, to
obtain one or more layers of expanded material, or it can be used
pure, to get one or more compact layers. The system can be used
to spray onto the thin walls of an object that needs reinforcing,
or to spray into a mold in order to make an all-Polyurethane part.
In both cases, only a single mould half is needed, given that the
expansion of the foam does not need to be controlled or
confined: the Polyurethane layers, whether solid or expanded,
polymerize at ambient temperature in the open mould.
Thanks to the compact size of the mixing head, it is possible to
combine it, in a single workstation and using the same robot,
with a spray gun for painting directly in the mould, or for
applying another type of coating at a higher thickness.
Bathtubs, shower trays/cabins/corners, sinks: all can be reinforced with
PUR and glass fiber using OuterWet!

Innovative spray technology for the

Baypreg
process
As the leading manufacturer of PUR processing
equipment, Cannon has substantially increased its
activities in the development, manufacture and
commissioning of complex, turn-key production system
for the automotive industry particularly within the last
two decades. The complete plant for the production of
load floor parts ("Ladeboden") for INTIER NÄHER is
a recent example of one such production line.

Technological Advantages
In summary, the advantages of the OuterWet production process
are these:
• elimination of styrene monomer and of the manual
application of glass fibers from the spraying process;
• reduced labour costs, thanks to the high level of automation;
• significant reduction in equipment costs – in particular for
moulds, and for the workplace as a whole;
• elimination of mould carriers;
• shorter cycles, higher productivity per shift;
• raw material cost savings, thanks to optimized material usage;
• ability to produce large parts, with dimensions limited only by
the reach of the robot.

Production Advantages
As far as the finished product is concerned, the principal
advantage can be summarized thus:
• parts are lighter and more rigid;
• parts have improved impact resistance;
• increased opportunities for thermal and acoustic insulation;
• improved surface quality, with consequent advantages in terms
both of aesthetics and functionality (for handling)

Plant configuration
A typical production unit for OuterWet technology comprises
the following:
• glass fiber feeding and cutting unit;
• OuterWet head;
• unit for washing the heating with non-polluting, recyclable,
solvents;
• anthropomorphic robot (6/7 axes);
• high-pressure dosing unit, standard or multi-component;
• spray cabin equipped with ventilation and safety features;
• integrated control cabinet.

One decisive factor in the joint success of the project was the
involvement of Cannon at the initial concept phase. Both
sides also profited from their broad "know-how" in non-PUR
related process technologies. A common deficiency of most
commercially available plants designed for the "Baypreg"
Process* (a sandwich of Glass fibre mat - paper honeycomb Glass fibre mat, sprayed with PUR on both sides) is the rather
long PUR application time as well as high overspray resulting
from the air-assisted nucleation principle. Based on a further
development of the Cannon PUR-Spray mixing head
originally designed more than ten years ago for the production
of PUR head liners - Cannon's Stratotec technology - and
which works on the "airless" spray principle, all customer's
requirements and wishes could be fulfilled.
At an early stage, PUR spray trials in the Cannon Afros and
Tecnos laboratories in Italy, revealed advantages of this spray
technology over existing systems. For INTIER NÄHER, the
ability to compare different PU formulations at a "neutral"
location under controlled conditions was an important factor
in the decision to undertake the joint development with
Cannon. As a result of these extensive trials, a Cannon FPLbased mixing/spray head was used, characterised by improved
mixing quality due to "L-shape" design and stroke adjustment;
the PUR stream nucleation is obtained with an "airless"
nozzle. Its output ranges from 40 to 120 g/s, and an
automatic output change from shot to shot is possible with
the Cannon "Re.Co. Air" system. The "Spray & Stay" kit
ensures flexible, high precision co-injection of liquid CO2
The "Re.Co. Air" system allows the quick adjustment of
mixing pressure during partial shots with different outputs.
This function offers a significant advantage, i.e. the central
area of the part can be sprayed with a greater concentration
of PUR - and as a consequence, within a shorter cycle time than the peripheral areas. Because the steep walls on the

visible side of the load floor required a much higher
concentration of PUR on the circumference, a significant
"dropping off" effect occurred during transfer of the sprayed
sandwich into the forming press - i.e. loss of PUR onto the
floor. Current chemistry offers only a small potential for
improving the adhesion. The "Spray & Stay" technology
which Cannon recently patented, allows the co-injection of
CO directly inside the mixing head. It allows, due to the
"Frothing Effect", a much better adhesion of the sprayed
PUR/ CO mix onto the sandwich. The loss of material due to
drops or flow of PUR during rotation and transfer
movements of the gripper system, especially in the critical
edge areas, is drastically reduced. The self-releasing properties
of the PUR-system mean that no regular manual cleaning of
the tools is necessary. INTIER NÄHER put great emphasis
on a production line with high productivity and to dealing
with only one partner - i.e. a turnkey contractor.
Therefore, the Cannon scope of supply included the
following main components/tasks, which have been linked to
a fully automatic production line:
• Glass mat unwinding and cut-to length (including automatic
roll change system);
• Paper honeycomb preparation;
• Sandwich pile up;
• Sandwich transfer into spray cavity with filter and
ventilation system;
• Two grippers for sandwich handling inside the spray cabin
and transfer to one of the two curing presses, each with 400 t
closing force and automatic mould change system;
• Mould thermoregulation;
• Part unloading manipulators;
• Mixing head manipulator;
• PUR High Pressure dosing unit A-System 10 SERVO;
• "Spray & Stay" - Kit;
• IBC bulk storage for Polyol and Iso;
• Siemens control and Visualisation by WINCC
If you want to approach this process - or improve it, if
you already use it - talk to Cannon : the solution is
available!
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The special solution (below) proposed by Cannon Tecnos for the production of Baypreg parts, such as the luggage compartment tray (above, right).

As can be seen, a mould is generally not needed. The substrate to
be sprayed with Polyurethane can be positioned on a simple
form that guarantees a precise and repeatable position in front of
the robot.

Applications
Industrial applications that have so far achieved positive results
with the technology include sheets of ABS and PMMA backfoamed for bathtubs, shower trays and sinks. Other applications
that can be realized today are large body parts for agricultural
equipment, for earth-moving machines and for transporting
materials.
In general, the sectors best favoured are those that require parts
combining optimal robustness with excellent aesthetic qualities,
and lightness, to be produced in low-to-medium series.
This is still a young technology that will bring important
innovations both in the substitution of GFRP and in new
applications.
All industrial trials carried out by Cannon Afros in its own
Research and Development laboratories in Caronno Pertusella,
near Milan, have produced optimum results. Polyurethane
chemistry continues to deliver formulations with ever-better
performance.
If you have an idea that you think could be realized with
OuterWet technology, Cannon has the space, the
equipment, the people and the experience to try it out with
you. Let's talk about it!
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Achievements In
Spray Skin Technology
Spray skin elastomer technology has been utilized in
industrial scenarios for the application of a soft feel, leatherlike "skin" material, mainly used in the automotive industry.
Elastomers applied with the spray technology allow the
manufacturer to apply the skin in various thicknesses,
locations, and colors as desired by the skin producer. Typical
automotive applications are consoles, dashboards or
instrument panels, and interior door panels. This article
illustrates the new innovations that Cannon has developed in
order to facilitate the application of the spray skins.
Although spray skin technology is not specifically a new technology
on its own, Cannon has developed several unique and cost effective
alternatives to how the sprayable skin is applied to its respective
tool. These innovations help to provide the manufacturer with
maximum versatility, including the ability to control the addition of
multiple stream additives on demand as needed. This additional
stream can be a color additive, or any suitable chemical that the
process should require.

Applications
The application of spray skin polyurethanes is a unique way for
suppliers to provide coverings that are durable, cost effective,
leather like, and can be formed to fit just about any type of mold.
The demand for expensive automotive interiors without the desire
to pay for such and the trend to eliminate PVC containing items
from the automotive interiors has heightened the demand for this
application. Production spray skins are currently utilized in car
models produced by Daimler Chrysler, BMW, Volkswagen, GM
and others, with future applications expected to continue to
increase substantially.
Spray polyurethane (actually elastomers) are applied to produce
several different automotive products. The main applications are
dashboards (instrument panels), consoles, and internal car door
panels. Automotive suppliers are now using spray skins to replace
vinyl in many automobiles, and the advantages of spray skin over
conventional vinyl produced parts include the following:
• Appearance - spray skins can duplicate virtually any surface to
which it is applied. In this way, the skin can successfully take on
the look of leather including the detailed grain appearance.
• Wear Resistance - spray skin polyurethane has very good
durability and can withstand severe punishment. The durability
of spray skin PU is very high, including the ability to handle
extremely cold temperatures without cracking or breaking down.
• Excellent Detail Retention - Spray skin will retain any feature that
the mold possesses. These can include grain (to represent
leather), stitching, or any other design that the mold may entail.
• Fogging issue - Vinyl products tend to release chemicals that cause
a "fog" to appear on the inside of vehicle windows. PU skins do
not emit these chemicals which eliminates this fogging issue.
• Bonding to other PU - For applications where a back foaming is
necessary, the PU skin can be directly back foamed in a single
additional step. The polyurethane foam bonds extremely well
with the PU skin.
• The fact that the skin and the backing are made of the same
material greatly facilitates their recycle.

Typical Spray Skin production setup
A typical scenario for spray skin production involves the following
components:
Dosing Machine - typically this machine includes the basic
components of day tanks, metering pumps, filters, in-line high
pressure heaters, flow meters, and heat exchanger.
Typical chemical systems in spray skin require elevated
temperatures for processing. The higher temperatures (140-155
deg. F) assist in mixing and aid in the fast curing process, as desired
spray skin demold times are generally in the 45-60 second range.
Robot - The nature of this process requires the necessity of a spray
robot for the purpose of applying the PU. This is needed for both
safety reasons as well as for the purposes of achieving duplicity in
the production environment.
Exhaust Booth - The atomizing of the polyurethane requires the
use of an exhaust booth to control the overspray of the parts.
Wand and Tip - The typical spray setup involves a spray tip for
applying the PU skin, mounted on a wand or tube which contains
an internal static mixer. Various types of spray tips can be utilized
on the Cannon spray system including cone, fan, etc.
Solvent System - Due to the necessity for a wand and spray tip, a
solvent flush system is required to purge the wand and spray tip
of residual chemical components that remain after the spray is
complete.
Tooling/Molds - Typical spray skin molds are of nickel shell
design for scratch resistance and superior heat dissipation purposes.
Surfaces of nickel shell molds have a very high resistance to

Classic round tables are suitable for the use of the Spray Skin technology.

production environment wear and tear and have the capacity to
reproduce fine details. For spray PU only half of the total mold is
required since there is no need for mold clamping or compression
of the PU if no back foaming is to be performed.
Mixhead - The Cannon spray skin mixhead is a hydraulically
operated self-cleaning direct impingement style mixhead.
Attached to the head is a wand, a spray tip for the application of the
skin, and a flushing block for the solvent cleaning of the wand and
tips. The wand is required to permit the lay down of the PU on the
tool where necessary, including the ability to spray into deep
undercuts especially on instrument panel applications.
Turnkey Systems - Production of spray skin parts involves the
employment of one or several different delivery line systems.
Common systems are:
• Cannon designed Rotoflex or Pit Stop Power and Free
Conveying Systems
• Turntable Design
• Carousel
• Stationary Fixtures
Typical demold times are within 60 seconds, which permits
relatively high production rates. In the event that the skin is to be
directly back foamed, the mold can be either transferred to a
foaming station or in some applications if the mold is designed as
such, the tool handles spray and back foaming jointly.
For productions scenarios, first the heated mold (temp. 155-160
deg. F) has an in-mold coating applied which will yield the colored
skin. Then the PU skin is sprayed onto the tool by the spray robot,
again with the chemicals being heated to 140-155 deg. F for
assistance in mixing and decreasing demold times.
After approximately 50-60 seconds the skin, if not being directly
back foamed, is demolded by the operator. Typical skin
thicknesses are in the range of 1 mm +/- 0.2 mm.
Following the spraying of the tool, the mixhead proceeds to the
flushing station where a cleaning of the mixhead is accomplished
utilizing the solvent circuit. Typical solvents are di-basic ester
(DBE) or M-Pyrol (methyl Pyrrolidone) based.

desired, no static mixer exists to hinder cleaning efforts. Wand
change on the mixhead takes literally seconds.
• Cut to Size - Because the wand is hollow, it can be cut to
virtually any length required to suit the manufacturer's needs,
and this length can be varied as necessary to adapt to different
tools as required.
• Adaptable - Due to the flexibility in the design, the wand can
be adapted to fit various styles of spray tips.
Through this unique application, Cannon has been able to
successfully process various chemical systems with differing
applications. Because the mixhead used is a slightly modified
standard Cannon mixhead, mixing pressures can be tailored to
individual applications, as pressures during successful trials have
varied from 1800 to 3000 psi.
The spray system is also quite flexible. During trials, chemical flow
rates, and consequently mixing pressures, have been varied by as
much as 20% with no adverse consequence to the mixing quality.
This can be a tremendous advantage should it be necessary to
fluctuate flow rates when producing parts. Table 1 illustrates some
typical process parameters that were involved in recent trials that
took place at Cannon USA's R&D facility in Cranberry, PA.
This data reflects the processing of two different chemical supplier
systems. The Cannon dosing machine includes the ability to
process both aliphatic and aromatic systems, the availability of
magnetic couplings on the chemical pumps, and closed loop
controls for more accurate spray control.
Through the use of the closed loop system and coordination with
the robot, the PU spray flow rate can be increased or decreased as
needed during the spraying of the part, leading to a savings as a
result of better controlled chemical usage.

Addition of additives now a possibility
The production of PU spray skins is only one part of the technology
scenario. Another challenge was to allow for the flexibility of
spraying various colored skins for any application that may arise.
While the addition of color in typical foaming applications is nothing
new, it was somewhat of a new frontier in the spray skin world. The
challenge presented several hurdles, including:
• Production of a skin that could be pigmented only when needed
(on the fly change)
• Production of a skin that could maintain superior mix quality
regardless of whether or not pigment was being used
• Production of a skin that would successfully reflect the
instantaneous and smooth transition of pigment demand
• Metering a pigment consistently at very low flow rates (2 to 4 g/s)

Cannon's new approach
In 2001, Cannon began to enter the spray skin market by
manufacturing its first machine dedicated solely for PU spray skin
applications. Through testing and continued improvements,
Cannon was able to create a unique method for mixing and
applying the spray skin.
The Cannon solution to improving applicability started with its
mixhead. Cannon decided to rely on a production tested mixhead
rather than to invent a new model. By pursuing the solution
through this method, Cannon was able to utilize a mixhead that
they knew was dependable and operated through conventional
methods utilizing standard Cannon fittings and orifices. The head
is small by design measuring only 5" long, lightweight (weighing
less than 2 3/4 pounds), and functions via a simple single
hydraulically operated piston. Chemicals recycle through the
mixhead piston, so that shot accuracy is improved and the chance
for lead or post lag is eliminated. The chemical mixing is initially
achieved by direct impingement method in the mixhead which
begins mixing the foam as soon as the mixhead opens. This head is
also capable of mixing at pressures ranging from 1800 to 3000 psi,
at flow rates ranging from 10 to 130 g/s total flow for the main
chemical streams.
The Cannon process also utilizes another unique feature.
The dispensing wand or tube on the Cannon mixhead is
completely hollow. This has extreme advantages over utilizing a
typical production wand with an internal static mixer that include
the following:
• Low cost - the hollow tube cost is minimal as compared to a
tube containing a static mixer.
• Easily Replaceable - the wand tubing used is standard tubing
available commercially and can be purchased through most
industrial suppliers. A manufacturer can have a large stock of
wands on hand for very low cost.
• Maintenance Free - Since the tube cost is very low, it can either
be cleaned via standard solvent soaking methods or simply
discarded and replaced with another wand. If wand cleaning is

Cannon introduces the ability of users to inject multiple stream
additives on demand at the mixhead. This can be a great
advantage, as manufacturers can now add virtually any additional
additive they need at any time during the spraying process. This
additive can be any suitable pigment or reactive agent. Due to the
innovative design of the additional stream injection system, the
response time of the added component is basically instantaneous.
This can allow users of the system to color individual layers of
spray skin as needed by their process and it permits the
manufacturer to place the pigmented skin where it is needed, when
it is needed. A typical application would involve spraying the first
layer of the part with color, then continuing with production
utilizing non-pigmented polyurethane, all done on the fly without
any hesitation in the spray process.
In addition, because the Cannon system is flexible, it would be
possible to implement several different colors or additives, all
which can be provided on demand during the spray as needed.
Through continued testing, a delivery system was designed that
could meter the desired low flow rates and maintain this flow
despite the mixhead being some distance away from the dosing
pumps. Additionally, the system was designed to allow constant
recycling of material to the mixhead area, which permitted the
multiple components to be heated to a temperature similar to the
polyol and Isocyanate temperatures.

Table 1: Recent Lab Trial Results Depicting Typical Process Parameters

Iso Flow

Poly Flow

Temp @ Mixhead

Iso Pressure

Poly Pressure

8 g/s

14 g/s

145 - 150

2900 psi

2900 psi

8 g/s

14 g/s

145 - 150

2400 psi

2100 psi

7 g/s

16 g/s

140 - 145

1960 psi

2300 psi

Table 2: Test Results Utilizing a Third Component

Iso Flow

8,0 g/s
The mixhead for the Spray Skin technology
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Poly Flow

Third Comp.

Iso Pressure

Poly Pressure

Third Comp.
Pressure

12,0 - 9,6 g/s

2,4 g/s

1600 psi

1500 psi

1600 psi

In - Mold Coating
Spray Skin Pigmentato
Spray Skin
Non Pigmentato

In-mould Coating - Pigmented
Spray Skin - Non Pigmented Spray Skin

permit the operator to apply the pigment or other component
exactly where desired. Again, through development and testing
Cannon was able to produce a delivery system that was capable of
achieving this, all the while maintaining an excellent mix.
This entailed reducing the flow rate of one of the main
components (Polyol or Isocyanate) when the additional
component was required, and increasing the component flow rate
back to normal flow rates when the additional component
requirement was finished.
Table 2 reflects the reduction of the Polyol from 12 g/s to 9.6 g/s
to compensate for the addition of the 2.4 g/s of the third
components. For this testing the third component was a Polyol
based pigment.
With the system as designed by Cannon, it would be possible to
deliver multiple pigments or other components to the mix at
various times. This would permit a manufacturer of colored skins,
for example, to be extremely flexible in PU skin production by
producing one particular skin color on one mold and spraying a
totally different colored skin on the very next mold.

Conclusion

Open mould skin spray

Closed mould skin foambacking

Polyurethane Skins: Spray & Foambacking process

This would be required to avoid a cold “shock” to the component
mix since typical polyol and Isocyanate temperatures at or near the
mixhead are between 140 and 155 degrees F.
Another issue to contend with in this development was the ability
to closely control the timing of the injection of the third
component, and to have this take place virtually instantaneously to

Cannon's innovative designs can provide manufacturers with a
tremendous flexible advantage. The Cannon design provides the
following advantages over a typical spray skin system:
• The ability to introduce various extra components, on demand,
to assist in skin production.
• Elimination of the relatively expensive and difficult to clean
wand/static mixer.
• Lower overall production costs by reducing down time and by
“eliminating” the time allotted for cleaning the mixers and
wands.
By incorporating these new developments on an original mixhead,
Cannon provides the customer with new technology based on a
proven and reliable design.
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New trends for
European fridges?
Distributed in Europe but strictly “Made in USA” for the
past thirty years, the wider “side by side” refrigerators are
now also available from European fridge manufacturers.
A change in shopping and cooking habits is - slowly bringing the consumers of the Old Continent towards twodoor models, with significant consequences in the
manufacturing area.
If you visit an American friend at home, aren't you curious about
his two-door fridge? Never opened the smaller door, just to
understand how the ice-dispenser works? Well, once you have
seen and used one of these larger, hi-tech refrigerators you
wonder how you ever managed with a single-door fridge in your
kitchen. Once back at home in Europe, and you wonder where
you could fit one of those king-size cabinets in the cubicle they
sold you as “The Kitchen” - but that's another story, of course.
The average dimensions of a typical European apartment,
purchasing habits based on frequent visits to a local shop and a
cooking style based on fresh ingredients, have been the reason for
a very slow introduction of wider-bodied and side-by-side
refrigerators in Europe, over the past thirty to forty years. In the
meantime, these large fridges were becoming very popular in the
States, where the house (not an apartment) and its household
revolve around a large kitchen, shopping is done mostly at the
weekend, and “cooking” means opening a can and mixing its
content with that of another box and then microwaving the
whole lot while the family is already sitting around the table.
(OK, American folks, this is a bit rough, but the space is limited
and we must cut it short, right? J )

A curing jig for large,
commercial refrigerators.
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More options for
refrigerator doors
New Cannon Crios
solutions for the
manufacture of
refrigerator doors:
multiple foaming
options on the same
Drum unit, a new
mould transport
system, automatic
mould change on
conventional Drum,
electric drives… the
innovation spans
more than 20 years!
Refrigerator door foaming: open-mould pouring or
closed-mould injection? No longer a dilemma. A new
version of the well-known Cannon Crios Drum unit allows
for both operations, permitting maximum flexibility to those
fridge manufacturers requiring both methods. A large
number of Drum 2 units - each of them equipped with two
transverse head holders for open-mould pouring and two
lateral head carriers for closed-mould injection - were
recently supplied to a major Mexican fridge manufacturer.
Maximum flexibility, high productivity, minimum space.
Refrigerator door foaming: several models with different
polymerisation times? No problem: a new Cannon Crios
solution, based on a transport system conveying each mould
within its own polymerisation area - according to the required
curing time - allows for a very flexible production mix.
Supplied recently to an Eastern European producer, this
innovative solution features an automatic head holder for
open-mould pouring, a quick mould- change station and
distinct curing areas for doors of different size and thickness.
High flexibility, high productivity, automated cycle.
Refrigerator door foaming: electric drive - rather than
the usual hydraulic one - for a Drum Unit? No problem:
it's done. Three electrically-operated Drum units are in
construction, destined for two European factories belonging
to a major German producer. The customer preferred this
type of drive because of the easy control over the speed,
acceleration and breaking, in comparison with the hydraulic
systems. An automatic mould-change system - allowing for a
set of two moulds to be replaced within the Drum's cycle
time - characterises this sophisticated version of Cannon
Crios preferred door-foaming machine.

Things are changing in Europe. The size of an average house has
not grown significantly (although prices have) but hypermarkets,
shopping centres and big discounts are quickly replacing familyowned corner-shops, with a resulting concentration of shopping
during the weekend. Ready meals, pre-packed fresh food,
industrial-sized ice cream cartons and larger jars of juice have
claimed their share of the fridge as well. It's not a massphenomenon, but side-by-side and widebodied single-door
refrigerators are quietly gaining their share of the European
market. Local fridge makers have therefore taken appropriate
action and begun production of them in several countries on the
Old Continent.

Technical improvements
The increased mechanical stresses deriving from larger foaming
tools, mean that these new models require slightly different
foaming equipment. Conventional polymerisation jigs, operated
by electrically-driven screws, show some technical limitations
when they operate at full speed and require larger, energy-hungry
electric motors. A new generation of hydraulic jigs seem better
able to move - precisely and quickly - the heavy tools required for
these fridges. The hydraulic operation of the jig allows a more
precise tuning of the closing - clamping - opening cycle: the use
of special valves on the oil circuit permits speed control as well as
the ability to vary the speed in the same stroke, thus making it
possible to use maximum acceleration during the approach stroke,
with a slower, more careful operation when closing the jig over
the male plug. This reduces the risk of marking the inner plastic
liner against the vertical sides of the plug, and so reduces the
number of scrap parts. Cannon Crios - the Group's Technology
Centre dedicated to the refrigerator industry - have manufactured
these hydraulic jigs in various dimensions and versions, including
the Rotoplug, the Cannon-patented plug-rotating system that
permits a real-time change of model during production.
One of the first plants for these large models started production
in Italy last year, and was further extended early this year. The
equipment comprises five stationary Rotoplug-2 fixtures and
automatic handling system for cabinets, plus a special Drum-7
System for doors integrated with a rotary table for the preparation
of the doors to be foamed. The door plant includes an automatic
unloading system and mould change during cycle time.

Still looking for the best foaming solution for your next
door plant? Talk to Cannon Crios: it might be there
already - waiting for you!

0037
First plants in Europe
Another major European manufacturer is beginning production
with a new plant that will produce innovative widebodied and
side-by-side models. The cabinet foaming plant is also, in this
case, based on hydraulically operated and fully automatically
adjustable Rotoplug -2 stationary fixtures complete with
automatic handling of the cabinets with model identification and
a bar-code system because the plant is expected to handle
different models simultaneously. The door foaming plant is based
on a special Drum-7 system with electric step rotation, with open
mould pouring simultaneously achieved with two mixing heads
and complete with automatic mould change system during cycle
time. The large refrigerator will become more and more popular
in European kitchens - provided that its retail price can become
affordable for a wide base of consumer. And, as we all know,
price becomes attractive once mass production and multiple
suppliers come into play. Cannon Crios has all the tools, the
experience and the know-how required to assist the European
manufacturers approaching this niche of the market: talk to us,
we already have the experience.
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New Cannon mobile
PUR injection equipment
for ship repair, ship building and civil construction
An innovative approach for in-situ Polyurethanes
foaming applications.
The new Cannon “A Mobile” has been developed for
Intelligent Engineering's (IE) patented SPS™
(Sandwich Plate System) technology for the repair and
strengthening of stiffened steel maritime and civil
engineering structures. These include the likes of
bridge decks, ship decks, tank tops and bulk-heads.
SPS is a heavy engineering composite material comprising two
metal faceplates bonded to a solid elastomer core (injected as
a liquid), which creates a structural material. 'New Building'
applications use prefabricated SPS plates whilst repair
applications take place in-situ, with the existing structure
forming one side of the newly formed SPS Overlay™
composite. More than 41,000m² of SPS are in service around
the world. The ever-expanding portfolio of SPS Overlay
applications led IE to require more versatile range of PU
injection machinery.
Cannon was approached by IE to engineer customised
injection equipment for SPS due to the Group's expertise in
this field, production flexibility and ability to bring to market
complex customised solutions. Close co-operation between
IE and Cannon Group has led to the development and
manufacture of an innovative high-pressure, self-propelled
PU injection system.
Analysing this attractive project, it became immediately
evident the need to engineer a completely new foaming
The Cannon "A-Mobile" machine can be shipped in a standard 20' container.

Landini
coming to market
with curved insulated
panels for buildings

The Landini company was founded in 1954 to produce
asbestos-reinforced concrete building products, in
Castelnovo Sotto, west of Bologna. A highly innovative and
entrepreneurial instinct soon saw it extending its production
program, extending its geographic market to cover the
whole of Italy and beyond. In 1989, it initiated a
fundamental technology development project that led to the
substitution of the by-then obsolete asbestos fibers by fibers
made from other minerals and synthetic materials.
Today, Landini boasts the only technology in Italy capable
of pressing sheets in fiber-reinforced concrete for external
cladding. And with a production capability of over nine
million square meters per year, it stands as the Number One
supplier in the country, and continues to grow across
Europe. Having reached this important objective, Landini
has also invested in metal cladding in order to consolidate its
position in the market for industrial structures. Constantly
aware of customer requirements, Landini was unwilling to
stay out of the important sector of thermal insulation
cladding. To boost its presence in the market, and to
establish its new “Gorland” curved cladding, the company
chose the Cannon Group as its technology partner.
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A section of a SPS panel.

system, applying different manufacturing concepts. IE's
requirement was for a compact, self-propelled PU injection
system which would fit into a 20'container for easy -shipment
around the world, easy to use, with closed loop control system,
capable of injecting 3.4kg/s and the capacity to transport 4
tonnes of PU components.
Cannon Group's engineers rose to the challenge, which led to the
successful development and delivery of “A Mobile” to IE's
exacting specifications.
The self-propelled caterpillar track drive system is fully
independent from external power supply. It has a gasolineoperated engine integrated with hydraulic motors and valves.
For a fast and easy drive, the Cannon “A-Mobile” is equipped
with a remote control drive system that controls speed, brakes,
synchronization, right and left jaw back movement and
emergency stops. The maximum load weight capacity of the
equipment is 900 kg while minimum speed is 400 m/h (290 m/h
with electric motor) and maximum speed of 1260 m/h (290 m/h
with electric motor).
When SPS mobilisation is time critical, the Cannon “A-Mobile”
can be air freighted in a standard container without requiring
special air-cargo, thus avoiding landing limits. In such cases,
loading and shipping the injection equipment without the
caterpillar tracks significantly reduces the weight and dimensions
of the machine. For this reason, the base of the equipment is a
stand-alone structure, with four wheels to allow the machine to
be easily removed.
Chemical storage is on-board, comprising four IBCs
(Intermediate Bulk Containers) with refilling system. They are
installed on tilting frames, which are connected to load cells that
detect the weight and the level of the liquids. The use of load

The needs for “just-in-time” production of these panels –
requested by the market in various lengths, with radii of curvature
ranging from three to over six meters, and in versions insulated
with Polyurethane foam, mineral wool and polystyrene foam –
demand an industrial solution capable of delivering a product mix
that is highly flexible in terms both of dimensions and in
materials used for cladding and the insulation itself.
The technology necessary, given the geometry of the finished
product, is discontinuous foaming, while the fleet of moulds
required for the production has to be managed in a way that is
totally flexible. The experience Cannon has already gained in the
production of large, irregularly shaped insulating panels enabled it
to offer Landini a made-to-measure solution, capable of
producing thousands of square meters of paneling per shift, and
keeping manual operations to a minimum.
The curved panels, with a wide range of profiles, come in lengths
from 1200 to 6000 mm, with a standard width of 1000 mm, and
a foam thickness that can be varied from 40 to 60 mm, or a layer
of rockwool that can be as thick as 100 mm. The internal faces
of the panels can be made from curved steel or aluminium sheet,

Typical application
for SPS structures is
the reconstruction
of ships decks.

cells eliminates the need to install and disassemble floating
level gauges in the IBCs.
The metering unit, including the two main IBCs, is enclosed
in an insulated box with ventilation provided by a dedicated
heating/cooling unit that allows operation in a wide range of
climates – from extreme cold to intense heat.
Equipped with frequency inverters, the machine is supplied
complete with a “closed loop” control of the component's
metering. Set values are constantly compared with actual
ones. Whenever deviations beyond allowed tolerances are
recorded, the control system automatically adjusts the
parameters, keeping output and ratio values stable. It is also
possible to automatically modify component ratio and
output from shot to shot, offering wider production
flexibility during the injection process.
The mixing head, a Cannon LN 18 is mounted on a
dedicated rotating retractable boom. The hydraulics and
mechanics used on this head's model are simple, making the
LN range cost-effective and easily managed and maintained.
Simplifying the foaming operations, pouring phases and
mixing head management can be operated by a special
portable remote control also equipped with a Touch Screen
panel.
A specific control board connected to the mixing head hoses
allows selection and control of the pouring programme.
The head comes with long flexible chemical pipes to reach
the largest injection area possible around the machine.
The mixing head is mounted on a dedicated frame complete
with a magnetic device that fixes the head during the
injection process onto the metal plate, achieving perfect
alignment between the head and the injection hole.
In realizing this project, Cannon selected the world's leading
suppliers to guarantee that key machine parts – control
systems and electronic instruments, mechanical and
hydraulic devices - are reliable and readily replaceable on a
global basis.
The compact and rational design allows excellent
accessibility to all components for easy maintenance and
cleaning.
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in fiber-reinforced concrete, in glass-reinforced resin, in
aluminium foil, or polyethylene film; the external face is always
made from corrugated steel sheet.
The plant that Cannon conceived for Landini makes use of a
highly innovative solution for moving the large molds needed for
this foaming process. A team of automatically guided vehicle
(AGVs), working completely autonomously, transports a
combination of different moulds from one station where foam is
injected, to another where polymerization proceeds. After several
minutes, the moulds are taken to an extraction station, where the
curved panels are removed, stacked in packets, and then sent for
final packaging. The plant, complete with an automatic profiling
and cutting line for the inner panel facings, can produce a mix of
panels insulated with either Polyurethane or rockwool.
A plant with this sort of capacity and flexibility obviously requires
a certain amount of space if it is going to operate with the
necessary efficiency, as well as to facilitate any possible future
expansions. Landini set up a new production hall for the new
operation at its facility in Castelnovo Sotto, which covers an area
of 200,000 square meters. From here it
sends out all its building components –
chimneys in stainless steel, fiberreinforced concrete, refractory
elements, purification plants, coverings
in fiber-reinforced concrete or metal –
to the 5000 customers that ensure
Landini's widespread coverage of the
European market.
Are you ready for the latest?
Landini's Gorland curved insulating
panels are here now.

A typical layout of a Cannon foaming plant for curved roof panels.
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New Cannon A-Compact:
technology and compactness
for great reliability and quality
In the moulded polyurethane sector there is an ever
growing demand for high-pressure metering machines
which combine simplicity of management, high
technical and quality standards and efficiency and
reliability, with the need to keep investment costs down.
The new Cannon “A-Compact” has been developed to
give a concrete response to these needs and to solve the
production problems of small and medium-sized
businesses, which are extremely rationalised but at the
same time have high technical and technological content.
Ever since its initial presentation, the “A-Compact” series has
aroused great interest on the market and has quickly become
commercially successful. Apart from particular types of
application which use charged materials, the “A-Compact”
models are now widespread and used to produce a wide range
of polyurethane foams in the most varied of applications:
from rigid low-density polyurethanes for thermal insulation to
flexible foam cushioning for the car industry and furnishings,
from fake wood to manufactured products in integral leather.
Moreover, the “A-Compact” high-pressure models are often
the ideal solution. They are more logical and immediate for
those customers who intend to replace low-pressure machines
with a more modern technology with low environmental
impact (they do not use chlorinated solvents to wash the
heads), which allows more efficient production processes and
foams which feature better quality and greater physical and
mechanical properties.
Almost forty years of experience in the
mixing, metering and foaming of
polyurethanes, more than 10,000
metering machines installed in the world
and advanced and constant research and
development of new technical solutions
have led Cannon towards a constant
technological improvement and the
adoption of new and innovative machine
configurations, to improve performance
and safety.
The “A-Compact” model is the tangible
result of Cannon's commitment to
developing and designing its machines
using the most sophisticated
technologies available. Based on the
design of the well-known Cannon “ASystem”, the new “A-Compact” series can, for
all purposes, be considered a compact version
of it, adopting the same components.
Cannon has selected world's best-known
manufacturers, to guarantee that the
most important machine's parts control systems, instrumentation and
electrical, mechanical and hydraulic
devices - can be readily replaceable
throughout the world. The compact and rational design
means that all the machine modules - tanks, metering and
electric panel - can be positioned on a single base, while the
open structure allows excellent accessibility to all the parts for
their easy maintenance and cleaning. Some of the main aims in
the development phase were to make a new unit which would
be easy to transport, would require less room for installation
but above all would require no accessory wiring so that it
would be immediately ready to start production - in other
words “Plug & Play”! Taking account of the outputs required,
the features of the chemical components and the need to
meter them very precisely, Cannon uses high-pressure axialpiston pumps which can guarantee the processibility of
complex formulations

Metering Module
Thanks to its tried and tested experience in the mixing of
polyurethanes, Cannon developed a complete series of highpressure pumps with fixed and variable output
which have been very successfully utilised
for several years on other Cannon
high pressure machines.
Cannon pumps
represent a real and
valid alternative
to the models
commonly
available on
the market and
thanks to their
intrinsic
reliability,

metering accuracy and efficiency they are now widely
used all over the world. The pumps are driven by 2 high quality
AC electric motors, also available in tropicalised version. The
motor and pump are connected by means of a mechanical
joint, where a double gasket ensures the seal. On the
Isocyanate side this is kept constantly lubricated by a special
forced lubrication circuit, to guarantee a longer useful life.

Temperature Control System
Cannon “A-Compact” models are designed to guarantee
accurate and constant control of component temperature.
The elements, which form the system, are: tanks with
capacity of 70 and 250 litres, always jacketed; heat
exchangers; electrical heating elements which can withstand
the most severe working conditions; recycle stream
distributors which guarantee a constant flow of the material
through the temperature control circuit during machine
production. The temperature regulation circuit must be
connected to an external source of cold water (chiller). 4
levels with magnetic contacts control the volume of material
in the tank: minimum, maximum and start and finish loading.
Each tank is fitted with a sight glass, operated magnetically by
the movement of the float inside the tank itself. These sight
glasses with adjustable positioning, also manage the automatic
tank filling system.

Controls and Operator Interface
All the machine functions are monitored and controlled in
real time by a PLC interfaced to a dedicated control panel,
based on Siemens “Touch Screen” technology. All the main
process data can be entered by means of the keypad and
displayed on the screen so that the operator can use and
manage the pouring parameters more easily. Using the control
panel the “Week-End Cycle” can be set and programmed for
low and high pressure recycling of the components when the
normal production cycle has stopped, to prevent the materials
from settling in the tanks during long shutdown
periods.

Standard Special Equipment
For easy maintenance and to keep the machine
in optimum condition, all the electrical wires
pass through the frame. They are therefore
not visible and not subject to deterioration or
damage caused by accidental handling. Each
drainage line is equipped with metal safety plugs.
This solution means that the necessary operations can
be performed on the line in complete safety and
avoids any unplanned leaks of material.
Anti-corrosion bolts were also specified to
guarantee the best circuit seal even in
extreme climate conditions.

Mixing Head
In the light of its great experience acquired in the
development of mixing technologies to produce polyurethane
foams, and its constant commitment to search for new and
innovative industrial solutions, Cannon has developed a wide
range of high-pressure heads which can answer the special
needs of specific application sectors. The Cannon “ACompact” metering machines can be equipped with two
models of high-pressure head: Cannon FPL with “L-shaped”
mixing chamber for low and high-output laminar flows for
shots into open mould and suitable for all formulations. Its
reliability, compactness and low maintenance make this head
the essential component to obtain high-quality products.
Cannon LN with straight mixing chamber, simple and
economical at low and high output, suitable for applications
with rigid foam at low density. Using high-pressure technology
to mix components gives a significant benefit; it is a
production process which does not use solvents, thus
considerably improving working conditions and it is more
respectful and aware in safeguarding and protecting the health
of workers and, more in general, its surroundings.
All the “A-Compact” versions are equipped with a hardware
package and software for the independent calibration of the
components through the mixing head.

Technical Manual on CD-ROM
All the “A-Compact” metering machines come with a CD-ROM
containing the machine's technical manual in electronic format.
The manual, divided into two main sections (Part I Maintenance; Part II - Spare Parts) is easy to consult and the
parts of interest can be printed by means of a simple interface.

Optional Devices
All the “A-Compact” series models can, on request, be
equipped and supplied with a series of optional devices. OVS
Output Visualisation System - Cannon has developed a
dedicated system which can be easily interfaced with the
machine PLC to display the main process data such as: total
output, ratio, Polyol and Isocyanate output, weight poured and
signalling and description of alarms. The values are measured
by two volumetric flow transducers, which are fitted on the
delivery line of each component. Nucleation of air in the
Polyol circuit is critical for those applications (e.g. fake wood
and structural rigid), which require the polyurethane foam to
flow freely in the mould-filling phase. Cannon's emulsifier
solution can be supplied complete with automatic device to
monitor the nucleated air in the component. The mixing head
can be mounted vertically and/or horizontally on a turning
arm mounted on the machine frame. The exception to this is
the “A-Compact” 200 model where the head movement arm
is mounted on a support separate from the metering unit.
The filling of the metering unit tanks can be automated by
pneumatic pumps which transfer the chemical components
from drums, or by means of ON/OFF valves which
open/close the filling line directly connected to the storage
system. The filling procedure can be managed automatically
by means of the levels on the machine. The material storage
tanks can be equipped with mechanical stirrers complete with
motor, reducer and mechanical seal with liquid barrier.
The main aim of the stirrer, generally mounted on the Polyol
side, is to keep the component moving, ensuring a
homogeneous mixture and a constant temperature. Instead of
mechanical joints the machine can be equipped with magnetic
joints, which offer greater guarantees of safety when working
with potentially inflammable and toxic liquids. As there are no
gaskets or seals on the moving mechanisms there is no
possibility of leaks and maintenance is reduced.

Available Versions
A-Compact Standard
Model equipped with variable-output high pressure pump and
with no frequency control devices. The output is adjusted
manually by means of the hand wheel on the metering pumps.
A-Compact FC (Frequency Controlled)
These units are equipped with fixed-output pumps and devices
to control the motor speed frequency. The motor turning speed
is adjusted by means of the output control in open loop while a
special frequency control keeps any speed variation constant.
With this solution, the pump output can also be set from the
operator control panel by setting the frequency required.
A-Compact CL (Closed Loop)
This model is a hybrid version of the two previous ones
equipped with variable-output pumps, frequency devices to
control the motor speed and flow transducers positioned on
the component lines, for the automatic closed-loop control of
the output and ratio. In this system the values set for these
parameters are constantly compared with those measured in
real time by the control devices. Whenever deviations beyond
the tolerances allowed are recorded, the control system adjusts
the values, altering the motor speed to guarantee that the ratio
between the components is kept stable. The self-adjustment
function is guaranteed by the combined action of the flow
transducers and the frequency checks, which manage the
turning speed of the metering pump motors. The accuracy
and precision of the closed loop control developed by
Cannon has been statistically proven in that it has passed the
most severe tests with the most critical working conditions.
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Welcome aboard,
with Besenzoni
Close to the shores of the Italian Lake Iseo, Sarnicobased Besenzoni has been making top-quality boat
accessories since 1967. Always making use of cuttingedge technology, Besenzoni has put a particularly
strong emphasis on technical aspects of production as
a means of maintaining the highest standards of
quality and safety, allowing it to offer innovative
accessories at highly competitive prices.
Innovations introduced by Besenzoni (www.besenzoni.it)
that have since become standards for modern boat design
are almost too numerous to mention: from poop decks to
electro-hydraulic gangways, from window systems to the
most modern davits. Every single component is tested
before and after assembly in order to guarantee maximum
security for the end-user. The quality of materials and their
finishis always of the highest level.
For all these important reasons, Besenzoni chose Cannon
for the in-house production of all its Polyurethane
components, in rigid, flexible, and special formulations.
This material lends itself to the widest range of applications,
it is ideally suited to limited series production of large parts,
and does not require important investments in molds and
presses.
Working with metal molds with perfect surfaces permits the
production of parts with impeccable quality, with none of
the surface irregularities typical of processes involving the
manual application of glass-reinforced thermosetting resins.
Making these parts in Polyurethane enables moulders to

Sigmar Marine brings
the heat onboard!

respect very tight
tolerances, and to
insert into the moulded
part all the various
metallic components
(compass, threaded rods,
housings for cylindrical bodies,
etc) that help the end-user save
time and trouble in the
final assembly of the
boat. Not to
mention the
constant quality that
can be guaranteed lot-to-lot,
even in medium- and large-series
production. And finally, the
industrialization of this process
minimizes the number of separate
production steps involved, cutting delivery times and the
associated costs.
Walking surfaces and risers for the gangways, coverings for
the davits and for the bases of deck seating, small doors
providing access to technical areas of the boat, life-jacket
holders and shower trays, various casings for diverse
applications, cushioning for armchairs to be clad in leather,
synthetic leather or textiles: these are all elements molded in
Polyurethane with a highly characteristic line and a look that
make sure that products “made by Besenzoni” are recognized
and appreciated the world over.
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Low Pressure Dosing Unit
for Cast Resins Process
Cannon has designed a new low-pressure dosing unit
dedicated to the insulation and potting of electric and
electronic components. A remarkable advantage of this
machine is its flexibility of use. In fact, in addition to the
common polyurethane formulations, it can also process
epoxy resins usually required for these specific applications.
This insulating process, commonly called Potting, ensures
a full protection of the electric/electronic devices from the
environment thus preventing dust, moisture and chemical
agents from penetration. Furthermore, the insulating resin
provides overheat dissipation and it is characterized by
adhesive and flame retardant properties in addition to
granting better vibration dampening.
The Cannon Potting technology is used with success for the
production of a wide range of items such as printed circuits,
locks, electric components, electronic components, condensers,
magnetic valves, micro-switches, plugs, sensors, relays,
transformers and so on.
Aiming at achieving an extremely compact structure, rational,
easily maintained and positioned, all the main components of the
C2P dosing unit - tanks, dosing group, mixing head and control
panel - are fixed on a single aluminium frame equipped with
wheels. Furthermore, the open structure allows excellent
accessibility to all the parts for easy maintenance and cleaning
operations.
The mixing head is driven by a remote motor; it is extremely light
and ergonomic for easy handling. The head is usually supplied
with a plastic static mixer that can be replaced at the end of each
production cycle by a new one. In case of applications where less
reactive formulations are required, a dynamic mixer is also
available. Excellent mixing and very good quality of the poured
resin is achieved by either mixer.
The raw materials are stored in 40 l jacketed tanks, pressurized up
to 4 bar, and provided with visual levels. On request, it is possible
to equip the dosing unit with an automatic filling system allowing

Potting Mixing Head.
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Polyol tank complete with
mechanical agitator and
visual level.
Metering group complete
with DC motors and high
precision gear pumps.
Touch Screen MMI
interface.

the quantity of
material to be kept
constant inside
the tanks, and
with a dedicated
one-zone
thermoregulator
providing an accurate control of
the component temperature during the
whole working cycle.
The new Cannon C2P model is able to process
formulations with a wide range of working ratios (up to 10:1),
high viscosity components and very small outputs (up to a
minimum of 0.20 g/s). The pouring pressure is manually
adjustable by means of conical injectors. The pouring precision,
the steadiness and process repeatability are main factors when
operating at low pressures. For these reasons the Cannon C2P
machine is equipped with high precision dosing gear pumps
operated by DC motors and controlled by “closed loop” thus
ensuring the preset parameters to be kept constant and the good
quality of the end product.
The machine functions are monitored and controlled in real time
by a PLC, which is interfaced with a dedicated control panel,
based on “Touch Screen” technology. The system, able to
memorize up to 19 pouring programs, allows the operator to
manage and modify the process parameters: pouring time,
Pol/Iso ratio and total output, according to production needs.
Cannon philosophy has always been to supply customers with
dedicated flexible and highly integrated solutions: dosing
machines, systems for mixing head movement and
loading/unloading equipment for manufactured product
handling.
Even in the case of “Potting” technology, Cannon offers
complete “turn-key” plants designed to specific customer
applications/production requests. Forty years of experience in
dosing and mixing of chemical components and resins, more
than 10,000 machines installed all over the world, an intense and
constant activity in research and development, contribute to the
continuous technological improvement, quality and high safety
of the whole production range.
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Sigmar Marine has been making special accumulator
boilers in Ozegna, near Turin, since 1987. The boilers,
made in AISI 316 L stainless steel and using heat
exchangers and electrical resistance, are intended for
boats, motor homes and high-speed trains. They are
the successors to boilers that Enrico Giovanni first
made for the domestic sector in 1952. In 2004, the
company launched a new and highly innovative project
called Compact, for the accumulator boiler sector.
The project foresees the use of a high-efficiency heat
exchanger connected to the motor's cooling plant. Thanks to
the use of very thin corrugated tubes - again in AISI 316 L
stainless steel, rather than the usual smooth-walled tubes
with thicker walls working temperature is reached more
quickly, and thermal output is excellent. Efficient use of a
Polyurethane foam with an
elevated insulating capability,
together with the particular offcentered form of the Compact
boiler, enabled Sigmar to
optimize the ratio between the
dimensions of the water tank
and the total volume of the
boiler. One of the company's 20litre models occupies the same
amount of space as a competing
25-litre model with the same
level of thermal insulation.
A very efficient PUR insulation
The new Compact boilers can be
for
the Compact marine boilers.
mounted horizontally on the
floor or the ceiling, or vertically on the wall. They are very
easy to install, and no special operatives are required to do
the job. The external cover in polyethylene (PE) has a thickwalled clam-shell design to provide exceptional resistance to
impacts and to scratching; the easy-on-the-eye design of the
boilers means they can be located in living areas on the boat.
The PE shell furthermore eliminates any sharp edges and so
permits mounting and maintenance without presenting users
with any risk of cutting themselves.
Today, the company has the capacity to deliver as many as
25,000 nautical boilers per year for every shift it runs, thanks
to the high levels of automation operating in areas for both
metal welding and Polyurethane foaming at the its modern
4000-m2 facility in Ozegna.
For example, the welding process used on the metal
containers is assisted by video cameras mounted on the
robots and connected to a statistical data collection system.
This guarantees the repeatability of part quality as well as the
conformance of the parts to strict safety norms that apply
for such products used on civil and military watercraft.
For Sigmar Marine, Cannon Afros designed a foaming plant
based on a Cannon AP 10 high-pressure dosing unit a very
compact two-component unit adapted to the low output
required for this application with an LN 5 mixing head
mounted on an automatic head carrier. The boilers are
manually pre-assembled and then positioned on a rotating
table that brings them in front of the foaming station after
they first pass through a pre-heating station. At this point,
the mixing head descends onto the injection port on the
boiler, and doses the Polyurethane mix. In order to guarantee
the best result, the Polyurethane has to be deposited without
creating any turbulence between the metal tank and the
external shell, so that the foam can expand and completely
fill the space between them without creating air bubbles that
would otherwise reduce its insulating capacity. Different
models of boiler require different dosing programmes; this
production mix is managed flexibly by a programmable
electronic controller that comes with the machine. After the
several minutes it takes for the Polyurethane to polymerize,
the boiler is ready for accessories to be mounted onto it,
before being sent for final testing.
A quality process, in an environment that is clean and tidy,
for an innovative product: all the ingredients for success!
The PE shell, free from sharp corners, allows for safe
handling and maintenance.
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Multi-Component Mixing Head For

“Foamed In-Place” Gaskets
The increasing demand for flexibility in production pushed
the development of a new generation of reliable multicomponent mixing head for micro-pouring and very lowoutput applications. With the new Multi series, Cannon has
introduced the concept of multi-component heads into
low-pressure technology, offering unbeatable advantages
where frequent production changes are required.
On this basis, pouring different formulations can be
switched over from shot to shot: from tixotropic to lowviscosity chemicals, from Polyurethanes to silicone-based
formulations. This ability is much appreciated by those
manufacturers of the many automotive appliances and
electrical parts that commonly apply gasketing, insulation
or gluing techniques.

With the adoption of this mixing head the users of both sectors
now have the enormous advantage of being able to meter and
pour up to 4 different materials, in substance answering all needs
of production flexibility and management of the chemicals.
Adopting this solution, for example, a producer of boxes and
electrical cabinets can contemporarily feed the head with a Polyol
for low-viscosity polyurethane (component 1), a Polyol for
tixotropic polyurethane (component 2), an adhesive for gluing
(component 3), and finally with an Isocyanate compatible with all
the other elements (component 4). On the other hand, a
producer of lamps can instead have a Polyol line (component 1),
an Isocyanate line (component 2) for the preparation of
polyurethane foams and another two lines dedicated for the
silicone foams (component A and component B).
In this way, simply selecting the pouring programme set and
saved in the control system, while performing a head washing
cycle the formulation can be easily and very fast changed from
one shot to another. As it has already been said, each circuit is
independent and can keep the components perfectly separate
until they enter the mixing chamber, thus preventing any possible
contamination. The B1-Multi head has a compact and simple
structure.
The parts of which it is made have been rationalised to reduce
routine maintenance operations drastically and proportionally
and simplify management and the need for cleaning. This last
aspect, not by chance, is considered a crucial factor for working in
multi-component mixing and injection regime and obtaining the
maximum benefit from the use of this technology.
The need to guarantee the perfect cleaning of the device through
simple and quick washing operations, so that the formulate can
be changed quickly, is an unavoidable constraint.
Cannon designers and engineers have put great effort into
defining the internal geometry of the mixing chamber and of the
screw profile, because these two elements have a great effect on
the effectiveness and efficiency of the component mixing and the
washing system.

Pressurized air for a better mixing head cleaning
The new Cannon B1-Multi mixing head features six injectors: four for the
chemical components and two for cleaning.

Analysing the applications where gaskets, insulations and
adhesives are used one finds that users demand flexibility and
improvement of the quality of the finished manufactured
product. The advent of new technological solutions and
production methods has made the range of materials and
mixtures, which can be used to make gaskets, seals and fastenings
even more varied. In addition, the need to limit costs leads to the
greater use of automation to increase production capacity,
reduce the use of labour and operate frequent and efficient
changes of production, optimising the times of carrying out the
single operations and eliminating the waste of costly raw
materials. In the ambit of developing and perfecting the
Gasketing technology dedicated to this specific type of
application, the Cannon specialists have thoroughly investigated
user requirements and needs with the objective of implementing
an innovative, versatile and complete package (dosing machine +
mixing head + washing system). Together with the car industry,
the first large market in which innumerable industrial
applications based on the gasketing technology have been
developed, the electrical component and technical lighting
sectors can be considered the main users of foams for expanded
gaskets and glues. In particular for what concerns the lighting
industry, which requires high degrees of protection (IP65 and
over), the types of lamp which adapt well to the “in situ”
application of the gasket generally fall in two large groups: 1 industrial leak-tight ceiling lights and outside residential lamps,
where polyurethane foams are used; 2 - road projectors or highintensity lights (floodlights), for which bi-component silicones
which can resist high temperatures (generally higher than 100°C)
are used. On the other side, typically in the production of boxes
and electrical panels, cabinets and cabins in metal and stainless
steel low-viscosity polyurethane foams (for pourings inside
hollow spaces) or tixotropic formulations (suitable for pouring
on flat surfaces) are used for the foaming of expanded gaskets
and bi-component glues for the fastening of inspection glasses.
The use of silicone systems is becoming more common in the
electrical sector for reasons opposite to those described above. In
fact, the silicone foam guarantees good mechanical properties
and seal at low temperatures as well (down to 50°C).

Low-Pressure Multi-Component Head
On these bases, it is easy to understand how standard mixing and
dosing systems (i.e. able to dose and pour up to two different
components) are extremely limiting when frequent changes of
formulation are required: this led to the idea of developing a
multi-component mixing head at low pressure for micropourings. The Cannon B1-Multi, which is now standard on all
the new-generation plants, has been specially designed to cover
an output range from 0.2 to 15 g/s; by the way, this model is
equipped with 6 pneumatically-controlled injectors: 4 dedicated
to the chemical components and 2 to the washing systems.

ecological detergents by 75% and reduce the relative costs of
management and disposal. Moreover, using air one can remove
more foam residues in the form of solid already reacted waste,
which is cheaper to dispose of. The washing cycle developed by
Cannon for the B1-Multi head is essentially based on the
combined and sequential action of pressurised air and the
EcoCleaner device: this explains why there are 6 injectors on the
mixing head (4 for the components, 1 for the air and 1 for the
ecological cleaner).

What is the Foam-In-Place technology?
To better understand the growing and changing gasketing market
it is better to first answer the question “What is the Foam-InPlace technology (FIP)?” It is a pouring process to produce a
foamed gasket, which is applied as a liquid or semi-liquid and
cures to a solid on the substrate.
The foams can be made of one component, such as hot melt or
cured urethane moisture; or two components, such as
polyurethane or silicone.
One-component foams are produced by mechanically mixing air
into resin, while two-component foams are produced by a
blowing reaction in the blended material. In both cases, the liquid
or semi-liquid material must be applied to the substrate very
accurately since curing will occur wherever the material is applied.
The FIP chemical formulation is accurately metered by a lowpressure dispensing mixing head: Isocyanate and Polyol for
polyurethanes or A and B components for silicones. The
materials are combined at ratios from 1:1 up to 10:1 depending
upon the physical properties desired.
The mixing head, generally mounted on a manipulator arm,
follows a predetermined pattern on the part to be gasketed.
After the material is distributed, the chemical reaction begins and
a resulting increase in viscosity allows the FIP gasket to remain in
the exact location where it was applied. The material will then
begin to adhere to the substrate and cure. Typically, the length of
the cure is directly correlated to the physical properties desired.
The longer the cure time of the FIP gasket, the better the
compression set properties of the final product. It should also be
noted that the compression set properties are dependent upon
the chemical formulation used.
FIP products are used for seals and gaskets: a seal implies that the
space between the surface and the material does not separate,
while the gasket surfaces are opened and closed. Both seals and
gaskets can be used to insulate, dampen out vibration or sound
and prevent the passage of air, particles or water.
The typical market for FIP has been to replace the current
technology of strip, die cut and moulded gaskets.
FIP products offer a price advantage over other gaskets,
particularly where compression and recovery of physical
properties is desired. Perhaps the most important value of FIP
gaskets is the benefit of the foam actually tearing before
delaminating from the substrate.

Cannon have always been very aware of environmental issues,
developing many years ago the EcoCleaner, a mixing head
cleaning system which allows the use of chlorine-free cleaners.
Depending on the cleaner used, the final mixture is generally a
non-toxic waste that, in some cases, can be disposed of as urban
waste. The Cannon EcoCleaner is really a “closed circuit”
washing unit which can use these environmentally friendly
cleaners for a very long time, without requiring any direct
maintenance, and with the big economical advantage that the
cleaner can be recycled (in comparison with those systems where
the waste must be disposed of after each pouring).
With this system, mixing head cleaning is highly efficient for all
formulations and results in the working time between
maintenance cycles being increased.
Although having a washing system with very low environmental
impact, the constructional features of the B1 Multi head have
stimulated and given a new impulse to improving the already
excellent washing technologies in use.
In this context a project was started which investigated the use of
pressurised air as cleaning agent, which could integrate the action
of liquid detergent. In collaboration with some selected
customers an intense testing activity was undertaken in the most
demanding working conditions.
And what better analysis could be performed than that
concerning the effects of the incompatibility between
polyurethane and silicone mixtures. This aspect, as well as having
effects on the conception and design of a metering and mixing
unit which will use both materials, must be able to guarantee the
perfect cleaning of the parts where the components meet and
mix to ensure the quality of the final foam and be able to manage
the passage from one material to the other quickly.
As is well known, in fact, silicone is an additive, which is used in
dispersion in polyol to stabilise the polyurethane foam and
prevent collapse.
The metering of this component must
The automatic plant that applies a continuous gasket over the doors of electric control panels.
however be extremely accurate because
outside the allowed tolerances of each
formulation, the presence of a greater or
smaller quantity of silicone would in
each case cause the expanded foam to
collapse.
Thus, while in the passage from the use
of polyurethane to silicone the imperfect
cleaning of the mixing chamber would
not affect the quality of the primary
productions, the passage must instead be
managed with greater care as any
residues of silicone would irremediably
contaminate the polyurethane foam
making it unusable.
Thanks to the results reached one can
show how implementation of a mixing
head washing process based on the use
of repeated jets of air at high pressure
can reduce the use of non-chlorinated
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Why FIP gaskets?
The Cannon Gasketing process offers several advantages, not
only from a cost point of view, but also technologically and in
the quality of the final product. In order to achieve a very
accurate gasket lay-down, allowing high repeatability and
consistency in the process, meeting quality standards and
reducing any possible production scraps, the foaming phase
must be robotically (not manually) assisted.
Since the resulting foamed gasket is continuous with no
recognisable joints or cut ends, the foam in-situ gasket is
characterised by excellent performance in comparison with
other kinds of seals. The material, during the curing phase,
forms an external skin eliminating any open cells on the gasket
surface, guaranteeing a superior barrier against potential
leakages.
High levels of automation mean that only one single operator
is needed to drive the entire system, representing a significant
labour cost reduction, which is often a high proportion of the
total cost of a seal or gasket production.
Gasketing lines can sometimes be integrated in the part
production line, with full automation requiring no operators at
all. Furthermore, since the foam in-situ process foams the
gasket with perfect adhesion onto a wide range of substrates
of the end product, significant cost savings can be achieved, as
additional finishing stages, such as gasket gluing and
assembling, are no longer required.
Last but nor least, other economical benefits lie in the fact
that:
• a gasket inventory is no longer required
• the flexibility of the Cannon foaming process enables the
processor to create a dedicated gasket (exact dimension and
pattern) according to his current specific need
• Cannon Gasketing is a “room temperature” technology: no
heat is required for the chemical reaction, so there is no
increase in energy consumption
• the raw materials cost less than those used to produce other
kinds of gaskets.
All these factors contribute to an investment payback in very
reasonable time.

Cannon Gasketing Turnkey Systems
The multi-component Cannon Gasketing technology has
typically been applied to the electrical enclosure, lighting,
automotive and appliances markets. The main reason for this is
based upon the market efforts to cut costs, add flexibility on
process and continuous quality improvements in the final part,
customer acceptance of the gasketing material and the
improvement of the automated turnkey system.
Cannon has applied its manufacturing philosophy - to be at the
customer's disposal to provide bespoke, engineered solutions,
and increasingly featuring higher process flexibility to suit a
wide range of production needs and quick production
changeovers - to this specific market, and has become in a very
few years a worldwide supplier of complete Gasketing
production systems.
A typical Cannon Gasketing turnkey plant for electrical door
and cabinet is composed of a multi-component low-pressure
metering unit, 3-axis Cartesian manipulator for mixing head
handling and the shuttle tables complete with fixtures where
the parts are manually positioned. The parts loaded with the
tooling on the platens are foamed while a second platen is
unloaded/loaded for the next batch run of parts.
As usual at Cannon, dedicated solutions can be engineered
according to the specific needs of each customer, providing
complete technical support and possibility of trials prior to the
purchase of a complete foaming island.
Consequently with the kind of part and material to be foamed
and relevant compatibility, the production process can include
committed surface treatments: e.g. plasma ray, gas flaming,
chemical primerisation etc.
Moreover, on demand many other technological devices can
be synergically integrated to the plant, such as: visual control
systems to ensure the respect of the requested quality standard
and the automatic handling, positioning and identification of
the parts to be foamed.

A fully-automated gasketing plant for automotive quarter lights.

Low-Pressure Multi-Metering Units For
Gasketing
The range of available Polyurethane low-pressure metering
units has been enlarged, consolidating the presence of
Cannon in sectors where micro-pourings and small outputs
are required, and opening new interesting opportunities
towards what are generally called “Specialities”: metering
equipment also suitable for silicones, epoxy resins and
elastomers.
Progress is driven by the ever-growing market demand for
metering machines requiring simplicity of management, high
technical and quality standards, efficiency and reliability, with
the need to keep investment costs low to produce more and
implement highly-automated processes.
Cannon low-pressure Gasketing machines are the actual
response to these needs for several reasons: they are the sum
of the experience gained in dealing with hundreds of different
projects and of the analysis of the inputs collected with
constant and close cooperation with the customers.
These metering units can solve the production problems of
small and medium-size businesses, combining simplicity in
operation with advanced technological content, guaranteeing
the highest level of performances and final product quality.
Also this industrial solution well represents the Cannon
philosophy of independence from the chemical suppliers.
In fact the metering and mixing equipment can process
different formulations from different chemical suppliers and
have the flexibility to use any kind of chemical system suitable
for these applications.
An unbeatable support that Cannon's customers recognize as
a plus is the opportunity to have full access to the Cannon
Laboratory facilities, where dedicated trials can be planned in
order to evaluate chemicals, test machinery and foamed
gaskets and clarify all their possible technical requirements
before the final order of the equipment is awarded. Further
development of the process continued in the Cannon Lab
throughout the evaluation phase of the manufacture.

Serial production for the doors for electric control panels with "in situ" applied gaskets.

Part Handling System
The handling equipment covers the moving and placing of
parts in the correct foaming position, holding parts in position
during the foaming process, removing them from the process
area after foaming and storing them during the polymerisation
period.
A variety of different solutions are available depending on
part size, productivity required, space availability and possible
fitting into existing production lines, such as:
• automatic buffer loading system complete with conveyor
belt, a variable-geometry holding system for the different
part sizes and a pallet racking system for foam in-situ parts;
• shuttle-tables available in different sizes and dimensions;
• n-position foaming drum, reducing space and increasing
plant productivity;
• pallet carousel line;
• double and multi-position turntable.
Obviously, dedicated solutions can be engineered according to
each customer's specific needs.
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Mixing Head Handling System
The quality of the end product greatly depends upon the
correct and precise pouring and distribution of the foamed
gasket.
For this reason, Cannon has developed dedicated automatic
mixing head handling based on a Cartesian system (with one
or two movable axes and also available with one or two
programmable pouring stations) and able to follow complex
patterns with extreme accuracy and repeatability.
Cannon Cartesian handlings are driven by a proprietary
electronic control supplied with an easy interface for the
simple setting of all the production parameters, such as output
and pouring values, different speed and acceleration ramps at
the beginning and end of the patterns to obtain accurate
overlapping.
In order to meet the widest customer production needs and
technical specifications, offering more and more flexibility to
end-users, a compact and rational complete production
package has recently been designed based on
anthropomorphic robots purchased from market- leading
manufacturers. This solution offers maximum flexibility in
terms of complex gasket geometry to be poured and is a real
space-saving installation: less than 10 sqm are required for
robot, metering unit and washing system.
Cannon's extensive experience and developmental laboratory
has allowed our customers to realize Foam-In-Place as a viable
opportunity for increased part quality as well as reducing
overall part costs. FIP technology has provided customers
with the unique ability to reduce inventory, add flexibility to
the manufacturing workspace and increase the quality of the
final part. Cannon has the ability to globally respond to all
technical aspects and engineering requirements in terms of
project development.
Cannon activity is improving more and more in the foamed
“in situ” gasket technology. Today the market fully recognises
Cannon as a first level supplier because of the high quality and
performance of their installations and the specific technical
and technological service supplied all around the world.
Further to this, new upcoming applications and new market
openings have allowed Cannon to exploit interesting business
opportunities.
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Complete Cannon
packages for gaskets
and sealing
The electrical, automotive, appliance, filtration and
packaging industries are today some of the most
important users of foam in-situ gaskets and sealing
systems. The market demands higher performances to
these innovative replacements of conventional seals, and
a lower cost: this means that they need to be produced
economically, at high levels of productivity and quality.
Cannon offers turn-key plants and dedicated solutions
for a whole range of industrial applications and for the
advantageous replacement of die-cut, strip, extruded and
moulded gaskets.
In particular, foam in-situ seals meet the most stringent
requirements in terms of physical and mechanical properties,
sealing and insulating, preventing dust, moisture, lengthways
and crossways water penetration and also dampening-out of
vibration and sound. The Cannon foam in-situ process offers
several advantages, not only from an economical point of
view, but also technologically and on the quality of the final
product: the Polyurethane gasket.

Advantages of in-situ foaming
In-situ gaskets - which are foamed without recognisable joints
or cut ends - are characterised by excellent performances in
comparison with other types of seals. The material, during the
curing phase, forms an external skin eliminating any open cells
on the gasket surface, guaranteeing a superior barrier against
potential leakages. In order to achieve a very accurate gasket
lay-down, allowing high repeatability and consistency in the
process, meeting quality standards and reducing any possible
production scraps, the foaming phase must be executed
robotically. The regular, and sometimes reduced, size of the
final products allows for a high level of automation: this
means that only one operator is usually needed to drive the
entire system, with a significant reduction in labour, one of the
main components of the total cost of a seal or gasket.
Furthermore, since the foam in-situ process foams the gasket
with perfect adhesion onto the end product, significant cost
savings can be achieved by eliminating additional finishing
stages, such as gasket gluing and assembling.
Last but nor least, other economical benefits lie in the fact that
a gasket inventory is no longer required, the flexibility of the
foaming process enables the processor to create a dedicated
gasket (exact dimension and pattern) according to his current
specific need, gasketing is a “room temperature” technology
(no heat or energy is required to start the chemical reaction)
and the raw materials are cheaper than those used to produce
other kinds of gaskets. All these factors contribute to an
investment pay-back in very reasonable time.

The Application Fields
Lighting:
Lamp holders for industrial indoor and domestic outdoor
applications - as well as casings for road lighting - use seals
which are manufactured with a two-component soft
Polyurethane foam, while for high-powered outdoor lamps
(for buildings, stadiums, sports courts) requiring high
temperature resistance, seals made with two-component
Silicon are recommended, achieving high IP protection values.
Electrical and Electronics:
Electrical enclosures and housings require good protection
against dust and water penetration. In this case a thixotropic

PUR blend is foamed onto the enclosure cabinet, door and
panel. For smaller electrical junction and terminal boxes,
characterised by narrow grooves holding the seal, specific soft
PUR foam formulations are used.
Containers and Packaging:
Gaskets for container lids, where high productivity rates and
fast production cycles are needed, benefit from the reduced
cycle time provided by the high automation level of the
Cannon foam in-situ process.
Automotive:
Car bodies, supporting plates for pedals and steering wheels,
fire plates and a range of panels (which separate the cockpit
from the engine), encapsulated quarter windows, heating
ducts, ventilation grills, tail and headlight-caps, air
conditioning systems and internal door panels are only a few
examples of the applications for foamed seals and gaskets in
the automotive industry.
Appliance:
Cooker plates, rear and internal panels for house holdings, top
plates for washing machines and tabletop refrigerators, filters
for cleaners and parts for many small appliances: all these
components need seals and gaskets.

Filtration:
Typical applications are oil and air
conditioning filters for the automotive
industry, industrial filters for residential or
commercial air conditioning systems, walkin coolers and clean rooms.
Cannon's Gasket Foaming System
Cannon has applied its manufacturing
philosophy - to be at customer's disposal
to provide bespoke, engineered solutions,
and increasingly featuring higher process
flexibility in order to suit a wide range of
production needs and quick production
changeovers - to this specific market, and
has become in a very few years a
worldwide supplier of complete Gasketing
production systems.
Already manufacturing foam-in situ
gaskets and seals, or a newcomer to this
interesting niche of market?
Talk to Cannon: we know what we are
talking about!
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Fresh Gasketing News
Activity in Russia
Electrical and lighting markets are growing very quickly in
Russia. Many manufactures from western Europe are
moving there to install production plants and also many
local companies have begun new activities encouraged by
business expansion. Already established in other parts of
the world, Cannon gasketing technology was introduced
only last year into the Russian market. Dedicated sales and
technical specialists have been trained to deal with the
specific enquiries and needs of this production sector. A
presence at dedicated local lighting fairs, such as Interlight
and Elektro were planned and organised through the longestablished Cannon Moscow facilities. With great interest,
customers embraced Cannon's gasketing technology and as a result - orders for the first two gasketing plants, have
been signed. A well-known lighting company based in the
Moscow region confirmed their first contract. Originally
they were just assemblers and dealers of lamp components
manufactured in Germany. The business progressed and
they also moved into manufacturing with their own direct
processing facilities and installation of all the necessary
production equipment. The foaming system supplied by
Cannon is dedicated to the production of Polyurethane
gaskets on waterproof lamps. Cannon managed the
engineering and prototyping phases of the new lamps in
close contact with the customer's mould maker. Cannon's
ability and capacity to support customers with prototypes
(requested for the issue of the IP65 certification) and preproduction facilities were recognized as unbeatable strategic
strengths. The second plant was delivered to a fastexpanding electrical enclosure company close to Nizni
Novgorod. This line is characterized by higher production
flexibility, being based on a three-component storage
system. In order to meet customer's specific production
requirements, the dosing machine is able to foam
thixotropic Polyurethane gaskets for typical sealing
applications and, on changeover of the formulations in use,
produce PU based glue for glass and doors.

Stainless steel sinks in Iran
The biggest stainless steel sink maker in the Middle East
market has recently purchased from Cannon a complete
dispensing system for gasket foaming. Due to the large
production volumes and the request for improvement in
quality, the manual process was no longer affordable or
suitable. On this basis Cannon was contacted in order to
analyze technical requirements and design a dedicated
system. The new line is fully automatic allowing the Iranian
customer an annual production capacity of more than
600,000 sinks.

This is a well-known application in Europe, but is one of the
first plants commissioned in this area. Cannon's experience,
gained from several projects in this sector, made the
difference!

Appliance: new applications in the cooking
industry
An important Italian leader in glass/metal gluing, a main
sub-supplier to the appliance industry, chose Cannon as a
partner in the development of a Silicon gasket to be
dispensed onto glass ceramic cooking plates. The project put
around the table the specialists from Cannon, the customer,
appliance manufacturer and raw material supplier, who
originally joined forces to improve the quality of the foamed
gasket already in use. The trials gave excellent results right
from the outset, so the customer decided to replace its old
production line, based on a static mixer, with new Cannon
equipment complete with a dynamic B1 Multi mixing head.
The plant, able to gasket more than one million pieces per
year, is in operation since Autumn 2004, foaming a super
soft Silicon formulation especially developed for this
application.

Automotive: a multi-national project
The customer is from Israel, his automotive parts
production plant is in Portugal, the Cannon gasketing plant
comes from Italy. The part is a very interesting air-ducting
component for a GM-Opel vehicle which requires a
complex in-situ-moulded gasket: the tailored solution
includes a multi-component machine and head, an ABB
foaming robot, a three-position turntable and a pick-andplace robot for the collection of the foamed part. For a very
specific request, a tailor made solution.

Silicon foamed gaskets: new developments
on domestic boilers
Recently, in close cooperation with one big Italian domestic
boilermaker, trials have been carried out with foamed Silicon
gaskets, opening up an interesting new opportunity. Results
obtained exceeded expectations and showed how - thanks to
the intrinsic Silicon properties of heat resistance and
compression set - gasket performance and life expectancy
can be improved. The ability to carry out dedicated trials
with the customer's parts and raw materials is a key
requirement of the market in evaluating in advance each
possible error. Furthermore it gives the chance to define
equipment and production parameters, saving costs and
supplying the foaming line ready for start-up with minimum
installation time.
Foamed gaskets? Talk to Cannon !
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Low-pressure machines:

complete restyling plus new models
In the last years the Cannon's range of low-pressure
metering machines has been completely redesigned and
optimized. A comprehensive restyling of the standard
models - dedicated to cover the wider range of general
purpose applications - and the development and
industrialization of a new series of units - to meet the
needs of specialised market niches - has been
successfully completed. The range of available
Polyurethane low-pressure dosing units has been
enlarged, consolidating the presence of Cannon in
sectors where micro-shots, small
outputs or very high outputs are
required, and opening new
interesting opportunities towards
what are generally called
“Specialties”: dosing
equipment also suitable for
Silicones, Epoxy resins and
elastomers.

high-pressure metering and mixing equipment, however the
specific nature of some applications (very low outputs, small
production volumes) requires features that only the lowpressure foaming process can offer. For these applications and also thanks to the development of alternative and more
ecological washing systems based on chloride-free solvents the low pressure technology it is still nowadays a suitable,
competitive - and some times the only possible - solution.
For general-purpose applications Cannon produces two
families of low-pressure machines, which can be used in
different foaming processes:
• Cannon “B-System”, characterized by submerged pumps in
the component tanks. This is the right solution to avoid
problems of potential leakages from the pump seals,
reducing maintenance and environmental impact.
• Cannon “B”, where pumps are traditionally positioned
outside the tanks. This “basic” machine configuration is
extremely suitable for those users who require frequent
changes of production.
The main information on parameter values and processing
data are managed and monitored in real time by an operator
panel interfaced with a PLC. According to the machine model
and to specific customer's requirements, the control interface
is available in two different, intuitive and easy-to-use
configurations: LCD display with keyboard or touch screen
panel.

The Cannon "EcoCleaner"
allows for the use of non-chlorinated
solvents to clean the mixing heads.

different from the Polyurethanes. To meet these specific needs
Cannon engineered dedicated mixing heads, dosing equipment
and processes able to work with Silicones, elastomers and
Epoxy resins. For these applications Cannon offers integrated
solutions and complete turnkey systems including metering
machines with a pouring capacity from 0.2 up to 30 g/s,
together with automated systems to move the mixing head and
load/unload the manufactured products, guaranteeing the
accuracy and the complete repeatability of the process.
Gasketing Technology:
A complete production system for Polyurethane or Silicon
gaskets. Read the relevant articles at pages 13-14-15 of this
Cannon News.
Potting Technology:
Dedicated to the encapsulation of electrical devices and
components (printed circuit boards, wires, capacitors,
connectors) allow the use of Polyurethane or Epoxy resins.
See article at pages12 of this Cannon News.
Silicones:
These performing resins are generally used for the production
of technical articles (i.e. rolls and rollers for paper mills and
printing, such as for bending machines) and soundproofing
insulation. The need to work with high-viscosity components
means that the metering machine must be equipped with
pressurised tanks, frequency controls on all the motors and
special flexible pipes improving the Silicone flowability.

The low-pressure dosing machine
Cannon "B" 30 Silicone can work
with high-viscosity chemicals.

Modern approach: continuous evolution
Progress is driven by the ever-growing market demand for
metering machines requiring simplicity of management, high
technical and quality standards, efficiency and reliability, with
the need to keep investment costs low to produce more and
implement highly-automated processes. The Cannon lowpressure machines are the actual response to these needs for
several reasons: they are the sum of the experience gained
dealing with hundreds of different projects and of the analysis
of the inputs collected with a constant and close cooperation
with the customers. They are designed and manufactured
following modern engineering procedures and
applying high-quality electronic controls,
mechanical and hydraulic parts. These metering
units can solve the production problems of the
small and medium-size businesses, combining
simplicity in operation with advanced
technological content, guaranteeing the
highest level of performances and
final product's quality.
Although their use has
been reduced by the
advent of more
modern

Elastomer Casting Technology:
Technical articles, roller blade and skateboard wheels are
typical casting applications. Components are dosed at low or
high temperatures. The metering group is supplied with preheating and degassing unit, as well as a heating unit for
water/oil temperature control.

A dedicated machine version with closed loop control of the
component metering is also available. In this case the system
ensures that set values are constantly compared with those
measured in real time. Whenever deviations beyond the
allowed tolerances are detected, the control system
automatically adjusts the metering parameters, keeping output
and ratio values constantly stable. Cannon offers a wide range
of low-pressure heads which can be combined with a great
variety of mixers characterised by different shapes and designs,
responding to the most specific application needs. Cannon
heads guarantee, up to the injection
nozzles, the mechanical separation
of each component stream thus
avoiding any contamination,
obtaining excellent foam quality and
preventing any risk from blocking
the mixing head during the foaming
process. The component pressures
are manually adjusted by means of
conical injectors mounted on the
mixing head. The internal head's
geometry has been specifically
designed to avoid pre-flows, placing
a dedicated pre-mixing area before
the main chamber. The washing
cycle is automatic and can be set by
means of a timer.
La Cannon “B” 300 è
The
high-output
specialists:
la
specialista
delle
alte portate.
Cannon "B" 300.
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High Outputs:
Blocks of flexible, semi-rigid and rigid foam, produced by
discontinuous processes, are used for specific applications in
the insulation, furnishing and car industry sectors. The suitable
production lines require very high-output metering units, able
to pour large quantities of material in a relatively short time.
Other typical high-output applications include the production
of rigid low-density blocks for insulation, filled and compact
compounds (e.g. with glass micro-spheres) for the insulation
of offshore piping and rigid medium-density blocks.
Your application requires a low pressure technology?
Talk to Cannon: the solution might be there ready for
you!
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Micro Shots and Low
Outputs:
Specific applications require to
meter and mix formulations

A standard "B" System dosing unit

CannonForma successful in sanitaryware
CannonForma is today a proven reality in Europe, having
based its manufacturing facility close to Milan, Italy, and
supplied many machines to important customers
operating in various industries. Significant achievements,
thanks to the capacity of forming large surfaces with fast
cycle times, were obtained in the Sanitaryware and
Wellness sector.

Kinedo - France
It's a new “art of living” what KINEDO - a brand of the
SFA French Group - is proposing: domestic balneomassage in ergonomic tubs of every shape and shower
cabins with hydro-massage, produced by the sister
Companies SETMA and AQUAPRODUCTION
The tight co-operation between KINEDO and Cannon
France lasts since eight years: the first step, back in 1996, was
the purchase of one automatic, double-table router by Belotti,
immediately followed by an automatic thermoforming
machine for bath tubs and shower cabins, able to form sheets
up to 2,500 x 2,000 mm.

Calyx - Italy
Calyx (a member of the Palazzetti Group, leaders in the
production of domestic fireplaces) is currently following
the strategy of investing in the sanitaryware market in
order to achieve a similar leading position to their
primary market. To achieve that result, Calyx required a
very performing production machine.
Their new CannonForma thermoforming machine will be
equipped with a sheet loader - part unloader with automatic
centring device, to ergonomically operate the machine and
eliminate the need to manually re-align the plastic sheets on
the pallet in the loader and use it as it is received from the
supplier.
The heating system is fitted with quartz elements
individually controlled, for better performance and
temperature zoning, to gain the benefit of better thickness
distribution, so important for aesthetic and structural
performance. Hydraulic movement of the heater bank with
proportional valves is performed, in order to avoid any
mechanical shocks to the delicate heating elements and assure
proper lifetime.
As top-of-the-range thermoformed bath tubs and shower trays
are manufactured from cast PMMA, it is necessary for the
mould table and clamp frame to supply a great amount of
pressure in order to successfully form the vertical rim around
the bath edge. For this reason bath forming machines must be
fitted with high power cylinders for lifting the mould table and
clamping the material.

Single station dedicated thermoformers for sanitaryware are a CannonForma speciality.

This concept requires a little more investment in equipment on
the machine, but allows great savings in plastic material
cost, by far the greatest cost in the process.
CannonForma experience in the field confirms that the best
results can only be achieved by a superior temperature zone
control - by varying the temperature of the molten plastic
sheet zone by zone - and by controlling the sag during
heating, i.e. maintaining the plastic sheet horizontally flat.
Differential heating can be applied effectively by using a
proper control of the sheet position between the IR emitters:
the sag control can be obtained via a sealed mould box, a
sheet level control through photocells which manages a
pneumatic system and controls the pressure inside the mould
box. As a side benefit of this equipment, pre-stretching of the
material by blowing a positive or negative bubble at the end of
the heating cycle, reducing the stretching of the sheet while in
contact with the mould during forming.
KINEDO recently confirmed their confidence in Cannon and
Belotti, purchasing a complete line for thermoforming and
routing, able to satisfy the complex technical needs
characterising their latest series of wellness products.

Another feature of this CannonForma thermoformer is the
ability to release the clamping force during the heating cycle,
allowing the acrylic materials to expand freely, releasing in this
way any stress and tension, therefore stabilising the part
dimensions. Sophisticated heating controls have also a facility
that allows the user to vary or even switch off the power to
the heating elements for a time controlled period within the
overall heating time. The timer is set so that power is switched
on again prior to the end of the heating period. Although this
will slightly extend the length of the heating time, it will allow
the material to "soak", i.e. let the heat penetrate and therefore
achieve a higher core temperature without damaging the
surface. This is very important when processing thick
materials, especially PMMA, in order to reduce the risk of
inducing stress in the material which may manifest itself as
hairline cracks on the material surface at a later date.

This new line is composed by one thermoforming machine
CannonForma PF2212, with automatic loading and
unloading, quick mould change, Siemens process control and
automatically-regulated sheet-holding frame.
One Belotti FLA 2626 SS automatic router, with double
shuttling table for operating the unit in hidden time, allowing
for the load of very large parts. A four-position revolver - with
quick tool change system - permits the optimisation of the
routing cycle, while the see-through integral cabin provides a
convenient sound-deadening and easy visual control of the
process

A special mention must be made to the operator interface on
a MS Windows-based PC that CannonForma has developed,
in order to accomplish the specific needs of the Italian market.
This control features a friendly and familiar interface, allowing
for an easy modification of all parameters with just a click of
the mouse.
Its standard components can be purchased at the computer
shop around the corner, and the built-in additional graphical
features dramatically help the machine setting. Being based on
common industry standards, network communication and
machine remote control over IP and via the WiFi protocol are
also immediately available, allowing for wireless
communication. The system also permits easy offline
programming and link with process data collection
procedures, as well as regular back-up of production data
with standard hardware and software.
With respect to other machine concepts, this “classic” concept
of machine achieves superior material distribution and
thickness control over the most intricate geometry. In turn this
means being able to reduce to a minimum the starting
thickness of the plastic sheet.

As of today, six CannonForma thermoforming machines and
four Belotti's routers - all used on a three-shift basis - allow the
market-leading SFA Group to respond properly to the
increasing demand of the “domestic wellness” market.
Perfectly complemented, the CannonForma thermoforming
machines and Belotti's routers constitute a complete
installation - more than 100 are currently operating in France whose start-up and technical service is assured by Cannon
France, with full satisfaction of its customers.
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Multi station models for large thermoformed parts.

Heating the sheet while holding it vertically
with vertical heaters, a machine concepts
proposed by other manufacturers, does not
allow the same degree of control, as
ascending air and draughts caused by the
“chimney” effect prevent proper heater zone
control of the plastic material surface and also
cause high speed heat loss from the surface
of the plastic sheet, with great detrimental
efficiency: this is also negative in terms of
energy consumption and influence on the
temperature distribution.
These are reasons why the machines with sag
control still represents the winning
concept in the field of sanitaryware,
especially today where more and
more complex shapes are
required to match the
sophisticated needs of the
culture of well-being in the
bathroom.
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Viking makes history in the slabstock industry
Foam slabstock producers have had a difficult time in 2005,
due to the increasing price of raw materials (particularly
Polyol) added to the shortage and lack of availability of
necessary Polyols in many markets. In recent months the
sharp rise in the price of TDI has also worsened the foam
producers problems. Despite these difficult times 2005 has
proved extremely positive for Cannon Viking with a large
number of projects concluded, some examples as follows

A huge project for visco-elastic foams
Cannon Viking has been working with one of the main producers
in the world of visco-elastic foam on a continuous basis on
Viking's largest ever project in its 40+-year history: one very large
contract interfaces a Maxfoam Varimax 1000 foam plant, an
integrated tank farm, as well as a long block storage and handling
facility. The machine is a high pressure, very high output,
Maxfoam/Varimax plant (variable in width during production).
In terms of chemical output and physical size, this is the world's
largest Maxfoam/Varimax foam plant, far in excess of any
equipment supplied to date. This supply also included an
integrated "Omega" computer control for the slabstock machine,
bulk store tank farm and block handling and storage system
(comprised of more than 400 individual 30 metre integrated
conveyors for cure and storage of the blocks, making this also the
largest block store unit in the world!), as well as the latest
generation RS square block equipment and a fully integrated
block cut-off saw of unique design for both long and short block
production.

A general view of the Espumas de Valle, Colombia, new foaming plant.

The machine consists of a high pressure Maxfoam "Omega" 800
machine, with all chemical metering lines operating at high
pressure for improved mixing and a finer cell structure.
The machine is designed with a special configuration of
Maxfoam fallplate using the C-Max fallplate - designed for liquid
laydown/conventional-type foaming at a later stage. During the
initial phase of production on this plant, Aydin will use the
machine as a high pressure Maxfoam but the company have
already plans to target niche markets for future business growth
with visco-elastic foams, speciality high density foams, as well as
Polyester foams, and with this machine and the "Omega" control
system has been designed with these future expansions in mind.

Standard Maxfoam Projects

The start-up of the new Cannon Viking slabstock plant is duly celebrated at
Espumas de Valle in Colombia.

Sun Garden, Poland
Sun Garden is one of Europe's largest producers of high quality
garden furniture, with manufacturing plants in Poland and
Romania. Over the years, in addition to their range of garden
furniture, the company has started to manufacture and supply
large volume orders for furniture cushions and mattresses has
good accounts with large multi-national companies located
throughout Europe. Until recently they have been out-sourcing
foam blocks from suppliers in The Netherlands, Germany and
Poland. The key success in Cannon Viking winning this business
against fierce competition were the technical advantages provided
by the Maxfoam machinery which included better and more
accurate chemical metering units, particularly for low viscosity
materials (TDI, Methylene Chloride and water), as well as the
"Omega" computer control and monitoring system, which are
not offered and supported in the same way by the competitors.
The initial order from Sun Garden was for a Maxfoam Omega
800 low pressure foam plant to a very high specification.
Subsequently, all necessary equipment and design for an
integrated bulk storage tank farm was also supplied, for
commissioning in Poland early in 2006.

Aydin Industries, Turkey
At the K2004 trade fair Cannon Viking concluded this large order
with Aydin, one of Turkey's largest textile producers. One of the
key reasons for the conclusion of this order was the opportunity,
with the Cannon Viking machine, to buy a high pressure
Maxfoam plant with the capability of easy expansion in the future
to the latest generation of C-Max Plants.
The new Cannon Viking slabstock plant starts making foam at Espumas de
Valle in Colombia.

Aside from the above special projects, it has also been a successful
year for the sale and supply of standard Maxfoam machines in
many developing markets, with particularly good business in
Nigeria: by mid-2006 Cannon Viking will have supplied four new
Maxfoam plants in Nigeria within the last 12 months', including
one standard control Maxfoam 600 machine to a customer in
Lagos - one of Nigeria's largest producers of spring mattresses
as well as a new Maxfoam 400 machine is being supplied in the
north of the country.
An EasyMax (Viking's simplest Maxfoam machine) has been
installed north of Lagos as part of a turnkey project which
comprises additional cutting and conversion machinery,
consisting of a vertical bandknife machine, a carousel horizontal
rotary slitting machine capable of slitting five blocks at one time,
as well as mattress production machinery and a quilting machine
for joining fabric and foam for mattress casings. Finally, by the
middle of 2006 Cannon Viking will supply one of the largest
foam producers in Nigeria with their fifth Cannon Viking
Maxfoam foam plant, an "Omega" 600 machine with many
features for their latest factory in Lagos.

Huntsman Polyurethanes Laboratory Foaming Machine
One further success story in 2005 was to supply Huntsman
Polyurethanes in Belgium with a new, fully automated, slabstock
development machine.
The machine was specified to allow the development of a range
of MDI slabstock foams. Currently these include high resilience
and visco-elastic foams for bedding and furniture and technical
foams for acoustic applications in automotive headliners and
interiors and engine compartment sound absorbing foams as well
as other foams in the Huntsman innovation pipeline.

Blockmatic Machines
2005 has also been a successful year for the sale and supply of our
Blockmatic single block foam making machinery. A Blockmatic
150 machine was supplied, with cutting equipment, to a very old
and valued client of Cannon Viking located in Colombo, Sri
Lanka, which, in addition to being a customer of Cannon Viking,
also has Cannon Afros moulding equipment and a Cannon
Shelley vacuum forming machine. Fortunately they had the new
machine installed and commissioned prior to the very
unfortunate tsunami tragedy at the end of last year, since when
the equipment has been heavily utilised to assist their clients in
overcoming this terrible disaster. In addition to this machine, a
further Blockmatic 150 went to a major South African foam
block producer with continuous foam machinery who decided to
install a discontinuous plant for speciality foams such as HR and
visco-elastic and also for smaller orders and niche markets.
The design of this machine has again focused on the possibility
of the addition of further metering units at a later stage, plus the
addition of vacuum/variable pressure technology, as well as
cylindrical foam block manufacture.
The customer favoured the approach of being able to supply a
flexible machinery package which could easily be expanded and
upgraded in the future. A Blockmatic 120 Machine, with the
addition of a vertical bandknife and a horizontal foam slitting
machine, was supplied to a new foam producer in Algeria.
Presently Cannon Viking, in close association with Cannon
France, has supplied more than 15 Blockmatic machines to
numerous foam producers in the Algerian market and this latest
order further strengthens their position in this rapidly growing
country.

Ancillary and Additional Equipment
Whilst the majority of new complete machinery orders are still
being taken in developing markets, there is still strong demand for
ancillary and additional equipment to be added to foam
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producers existing machinery in many
developed markets and here Cannon Viking
offers many solutions which can be integrated
and installed around tough production
requirements. Recent projects have included:• Varimax additions to upgrade an existing
Maxfoam plant to a Varimax, to give the
facility of varying the foaming width on the
machine during production.
• RS equipment to upgrade existing square
block equipment with the latest generation
of RS equipment to further improve foam
block yield and minimise waste levels.
• “Omega” control system upgrades, to
replace existing electrical controls on
clients existing Cannon Viking Maxfoam
and Varimax machines with the latest
generation of “Omega” PLC control and
monitoring.
• A tank farm integrated control system for a
clients chemical tank farm being
manufactured locally in Eastern Europe for
one of the largest foam producers in the region.
• Additional metering units for integration with a number of
clients existing Maxfoam, Varimax and C-Max foam plants to
enable a wider range of standard, speciality and technical
foams to be made on the existing machine.

The machine was jointly specified by Huntsman and Cannon
technical experts and amongst its many features are a low pressure
multi-component mixing head, "Omega" control system for
formulation and operations management, a modem link for
diagnostics and fully automatic control. The machine was
installed in the first quarter of 2005 and is in daily operation.

Cutting Machines
Cannon Viking still supplies and manufactures a large range of
foam cutting and conversion machines.
The majority of cutting equipment is supplied as part of a turnkey package with the foaming machinery, but Viking still has a
strong client base in the U.K. and northern Europe, which was a
stronghold of Mica Machinery, the company that Cannon Viking
acquired in the U.K.
The range briefly consists of vertical both manual and automatic
- cutting machines; horizontal both manual and automatic
cutting machines; manual contour cutting machinery and
carousel, for multi-block slitting.
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EcoSlab a new concept in continuous foam plant
Cannon Viking has developed and patented a new
concept in continuous foam plant which will have
major advantages in the types of equipment
required to produce large continuous blocks. This
new machine will be of interest to existing large
scale foam producers as an auxiliary plant for
speciality and small volume orders, as well as a for
foamers in developing markets whose needs dictate
a full size block, but with a significantly reduced
volume throughput and reduced capital investment.

The EcoSlab machine will operate with a Maxfoam trough
suited to standard Polyether foam production and also
further developed as a liquid laydown machine for quality
foam applications such as sheetings, peeled foam for
lamination, etc., with fine cell and low pinhole.
The design of the equipment is modular to enable simple
expansion and upgrading to allow the production of speciality
foams such as HR and Visco-elastics, where even the largest
volume foam producer may have a limited demand. The small
and compact design of the plant also makes it ideal as an

additional machine for speciality product orders for the
big volume foam maker.
To survive in an industry where there is increased
competition and environmental pressures, the foam
producer must be competitive in price whilst being able
to offer the maximum range and types of foams of the
highest quality: the Cannon Group, with Cannon Viking,
provide technology and equipment solutions to meet
these demands. Talk to us!
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Basically the equipment is designed to incorporate the
following advantages:
•
•
•
•

a smaller production area
easier ventilation / fume control
better equipment utilisation
lower capital investment

The key factor which the enables the above advantages to
be achieved is the smaller size of the plant to be known
as 'EcoSlab', whilst still retaining the ability to produce
full sized foam blocks of varied foam types and densities.
The patented methodology permits low output, slower
speed operation whilst delivering a full size block by
using a novel system which fully encloses the foam and
also, simultaneously, encourages the block to rise without
under-running or back flow.
Consequently, foam properties are consistent with, or
slightly improved, over existing comparable methods in
full size plants, giving the benefit of
•
•
•
•

half the speed
half the output rate
half the length
BUT full sized blocks

Visco-elastic foams:
an ...expanding market!
At a time when the standard “foam–for-furniture”
market is so highly competitive, many clients are
now seeing visco-elastic foam as a way of
differentiating themselves from their competition
and having a product to sell with increased margins.
Cannon Viking havehas gained significant experience in
this interesting sector of the slabstock business, for
which they are able to supply specific equipment.
A typical complete package includes
• Bulk store tank farm for large production schedules
• Individual metering units, up to 32 in very large
configurations
• High pressure, very high output, Maxfoam/Varimax
plant (variable in width during production)
• Latest generation RS square block equipment
• Fully integrated block cut-off saw of unique design
for both long and short block production
• Block handling and storage system
• Integrated “Omega” computer control for the
slabstock machine, bulk store tank farm and block
handling and storage system.
This configuration is designed to produce visco-elastic foam
of very high quality and density – typically up to 80-85
kg/m3 density – in continuous 30 metre blocks at a
production speed of 4 metres per minute.
The visco-elastic Polyurethane
foam is very pleasant and greatly
appeals the consumer

Gommagomma:
a more “personal” pillow
with visco-elastic foam
Gommagomma, a pioneer of the Italian “comfort”
industry, chose visco-elastic Polyurethane
formulations for a new line of ergonomic pillows.
A long-time Italian producer of rubber latex foams used for
mattresses and cushions, as well as for furniture cushions,
Gommagomma (www.gommagomma.com) recently
decided to equip itself with a new plant for molding viscoelastic Polyurethane foam, these days particularly
appreciated by demanding sleepy-heads across the world.
A Cannon “A-System 60” dosing unit went into operation
in September 2005 at the company's operation in Caronno
Pertusella near Milan. Outfitted with a carousel-type
automatic mold carrying system, the new machine is being
used to produce both conventional pillows as well as
ergonomic versions that support the neck.

moment. The formulation – a special two-component recipe
studied specifically for this application, involving as it does
contact with the primary respiratory passages of the user – is
optimized for an average foam density of around 60 kg/m3.
With suitable adjustment of the Isocyanate index, it is possible
to obtain softer or firmer foams from the same formulation,
without varying its density.
Massimo Baserga sums it up: “We produce a very full range of
pillows to satisfy the diverse habits prevailing in the various nations to
which we export: each consumer has their own very specific needs,
whether they relate to the shape of the pillow, to its hardness, or to its
size; we even go so far as to make wedding pillows, 150 centimeters
across, for the Spanish. The market is responding very well across the
whole of Europe, and we are satisfied with how this new product line
is performing. We have already robotized the foaming operation to
accommodate the increased production we expect from this new plant,
which we are very satisfied with.”
There's not much more to say: “Keep up the good work”
to Gommagomma, and “Sleep well” to its customers!
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Massimo Baserga, general director at Gommagomma,
puts it like this: “We are complementing our classical latex
products with this new visco-elastic formulation as a result of
growing market demand. Consumers are highly attracted by this
foam, which deforms under the weight of the body and provides a
most agreeable sensation, and which promotes an ergonomically
correct sleeping position. Latex foam – which is Gommagomma's
main product – provides greater comfort, but visco-elastic
Polyurethane foam has a different response curve, which maybe is
more involving, and very pleasant. The two products don't compete
with each other in our catalogue, they are perfectly complementary.”
Equipped with the latest digital control system, the Cannon
“A-System 60” guarantees a perfect repeatability of mix
ratios and dosing weight, even when producing a wide range
of products typical of those requested by the diverse
markets in which Gommagomma operates. The carousel
accommodates an assortment of moulds that can be
changed several times during the day, and the dosing unit
has to be able to adapt its process parameters – mix ratios
of the various components as well as total dosing weight –
according to the mold that arrives in front of it at that very
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The Art of Mixing - The Core
of a Polyurethane System!
Conversely, Cannon LN5 is a compact and
extremely lightweight version of the LN, with an
ergonomic handle for an easy handling.
This model is dedicated to spray and cavity-filling
applications where low/medium outputs, space
saving and simple accessibility to the parts are of
the essence. For cavity filling, the LN5 is able to
insulate portable coolers, flasks, small containers
and low-density rigid moulded products (i.e.
small panels and small boxed cavities for cars).

Cannon offers a wide range of high
and low-pressure mixing heads for
Polyurethane foaming, able to meet
the different production and
technical requirements of a great
variety of applications, types of
formulation, levels of output:
from 0.20 g/s for micro-shot
pouring up to 10,000 g/s used for
fast-reacting polyurea systems,
from 2 up to 6 components mixed
simultaneously.
High Pressure FPL
The FPL model high-pressure
mixing head offers many significant
advantages in terms of quality,
performance, productivity and
environmental impact, such as:
• homogenous mixing ensured by
high-velocity impingement of
components leaving the jets
• self-cleaning head: solvents are no
longer required for head cleaning
operations
• high repeatability of the pouring weight with pouring times less
than 0.5 sec.
• manual or automatic regulation of the pouring pressure
• laminar flow granted also in case of open mould pouring.
FPL3
The FPL3 version is designed for all the applications requiring
mixing of a third component. Basically, this additional component
is metered directly into the mixing chamber by using the hole
normally utilised for colour injection.
Making the most of the high kinetic energy in the mixing
chamber, already generated by the high pressure injection of the
other components, the third chemical is generally dosed at a very
low output.
FP2L
Cannon's FP2L series can be considered as the first evolutionary
step of the FPL range towards the idea of a multi-component
head. By connecting an additional mixing chamber mounted
symmetrically to the existing one in a standard FPL head, it is
possible to obtain a new double mixing chamber configuration.
This solution grants two important advantages: a higher
production flexibility (unachievable using one only mixing head)
and a significant increase of the plant productivity. Being each
chamber independent, the mixing head can be fed by two
different formulations that can be used alternatively for the
production of foamed parts having different characteristics or for
the pouring of different materials in the same mould at a fast
sequence.
The model FP2L 32 is the largest “L” shape high pressure mixing
head ever manufactured by Cannon, able to produce foamed
parts from just a few hundred grams up to more than ten kilos.
Re.Co. System Injection Pressure Control
Cannon has realised a closed-loop system for controlling the
injection pressure where set values are constantly compared with
those measured in real time.
The main functions of the Re.Co. System are:
• closing of the injection nozzle for not required components of
each formulation
• keeping the injection pressure of each component constant
independently of the output.
AX
The Cannon “AX” is the most advanced multi-component
foaming head, specifically developed for the production of hot
and cold cure flexible foams.
The AX mix-head is designed to manage and process up to six
components simultaneously and in different combinations,
including water-based additives and low-viscosity TDI-based
Isocyanates.
The AX offers a unique feature: TDI based Isocyanates and low
viscosity components (water, silicon, catalysts, etc.) can be injected
axially at lower pressures, minimising the risk of leakage in the
dosing circuit and the need for complex and expensive
maintenance to the dosing pump.
LN
The LN range has been specifically developed with a straightthrough mixing chamber. The hydraulics and mechanics used are
simple making this head cost-effective and easily managed and
maintained. For foaming inside closed panels only, another filling
system is also available based on a dedicated head characterised by
an extremely flat design.
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From page 1

New structure
for Cannon
in Russia and CSI

TRIO
The Cannon TRIO series is recommended for
moulding processes where pre-blended filled
formulations are used, even at high outputs.
This mix-head is equipped with three
independent injectors mounted at an angle of
120° to each other, eliminating the problems
traditionally generated by the difference in
output pressure and viscosity.
InterWet
The Cannon InterWet mixing head model has been
developed for the co-injection of Polyurethane and solid fillers
(powders or glass fibres) and it is able to mould composite
materials with particular physical-mechanical properties.
The innovative and original technological aspect lies in the dosing
and mixing of fillers directly into the head. The co-injection
process ensures a homogeneous dispersion of the filler inside the
Polyurethane foam.
OuterWet
The Cannon OuterWet mixing head model has been developed
for the spraying of Polyurethane and short glass fibres to replace
traditional GRP (Glass Reinforced Polyester) applications.
The head can apply various layers of different formulations
(expanded, compact, with and without glass) one after the other in
rapid sequence, obtaining composite materials with very peculiar
physical-mechanical properties. The spraying operation allows for
the elimination of moulds, operating directly over the part to be
reinforced.
Z
The Cannon Z is a high-pressure head specifically designed for
pipe-in-pipe insulation. Most of the piping service lines are for
district heating networks and water, oil and gas distribution.
The Z head has an extremely compact and slim design
(the head's thickness is less than 25!) with a curved shape, making
it particularly suitable for continuous production lines.
Low Pressure
For low-pressure technology as well, Cannon offers a wide and
complete range of reliable heads, to satisfy and meet the most
severe technical requirements and production needs: general
purpose applications, micro-shots and very low outputs, very high
outputs and multi-component.
All Cannon low pressure heads can be equipped with a large
variety of mixers having different shapes and designs, able to run
at different speeds to give homogeneous mixing, regardless of
formulations, satisfying the most complex mouldings needs.
Specific info on these mixing heads are available in other
dedicated articles in this Cannon News.

Fruit of an intense re-organisational program handled
by the Group's Holding company, this project lead to
the incorporation of Cannon Eurasia (www.cannon.ru)
a Russian company able to sell original Cannon
equipment and spare parts in Roubles, already cleared
from Customs procedures: all these goods will be
delivered from a Russian stock through quick road
service, or shipped directly from the Italian and
English factories of the Group.
A staff of qualified technicians ensures the installation
of new machines at the Customer's place and its
service during and after the warranty period.
Says Andrea Castellan, the Project Leader of this
operation, appointed recently General Manager of the
new Cannon Unit: “We are proud of this achievement, which
puts Cannon even more in the front line of a market that is
responding extremely well to our offer of innovative, reliable
technologies. We've been here for very many years, our
representative office and our equipment are well known and
accepted by the Russian and CSI markets. With a more
structured and organised presence we will be able to cope with the
growth in business that we have experienced in the past few
years, and we can attack more efficiently a market which is
showing a tremendous potential for our technologies. The strategic
situation of several republics dealing with a lot of energy
resources, for instance, opens new opportunities – and not only
for our plastic processing solutions: the range of packages
provided by Cannon Bono in the Energy and Ecology fields, for
instance, have a potential market which is surely superior to that
of Plastics!“
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Cannon on Internet: networked dedication
Cannon always devoted much attention to their presence on
Internet, opening dedicated specialist sites for their
Divisions, Locations and Technologies. Herebelow a useful
list of the Group's sites:

Cannon T.C.S. Die-casting Plants: www.cannontcs.com
Cannon BONO Energy & Ecology Solutions: www.bono.it
Automata Electronic Controls: www.automataweb.com

Our Locations & Agencies:
The Group:
Portal: www.cannon.com
Corporate Site: www.thecannongroup.com

Our Divisions:
Cannon Afros Dosing Units & Heads for PUR: www.afros.it
Cannon Crios Refrigerator Foaming Plants: www.crios.com
Cannon Tecnos Automotive Application Plants:
www.cannotecnos.com
Cannon Viking Slabstock Plants: www.cannonviking.com
Cannon USA: www.cannonusa.com
CannonForma Thermoforming Machines:
www.cannonforma.com

Cannon Deutschland: www.cannon-deutschland.de
Cannon Eurasia - Russia: www.cannon.ru
Cannon Far East: www.cannonfareast.com
Cannon France: www.cannon.fr
Cannon in India: www.cannon-india.com
Cannon Istanbul - Turkey: www.cannon.com.tr
Cannon Nippon - Japan: www.nipponcannon.com
Cannon Solutions - UK: www.cannonsolutionsuk.com
MexiCannon: www.mexicannon.com
MECE - Spain: www.cannonmece.es
Nortec-Cannon - Danmark: www.nortec-cannon.dk

